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A POg, ER PLA Y 
'You, MII have chance to vote On unity 
VANCOUVER (CP) "Br i t ish Columbians will have welcoming them as equal partners in Canada's future on sovereignty association. Cowan said that since Hydro agreed to include the 
a chance to cast theig vote for Canadian unity when growth, will be included in B.C. Hydro billings Keith Cowan of Victoria, one of the authors of the petition in billings to its 900,000 .customers, the they pay their next power bill. 
Copies of a petition for Canadian unity, urging throughout B.C. during the next three months. Canada-wide petition and co-chairman of the cam- national committee for unity now is approaching 
It has been signed by half a million people for paign, said costs of the petition are being met mostly hydro.electric companies in other provinces urging 
Quebec,~, , citizens to re'main within Confederation,, ands _ resentation to Quebeckers prior to their referendum by public and private donations, them to participate in a simdar plan. 
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Seal Cove. ltd.. Pr. hporl , ,  
I t ~ ~ '  : ' , : . ,  ........... , t I~[ : ,  ~,:.-~,, ......... ~¢ ~,~:, Beer & Pop Boflles 
WE DOT copper, brass, all millS, I ~ , ~ { i : ' ; ;  "::'-',. :">~:".=:,~,  t,16LazeileAve. 
open Men. tbrollh Sat., | a,n.-5 p. I ,  " '  . . . . . . .  " . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  ' 
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TEHRAN (CP)-- A senior rejected the students' previously unknown group. 
official of the Palestine demand that it haul the A statement from 
Liberation Organization was deposed shah out of his Khomeini's office in the holy 
reported on Iris way to Iran hospital bed and deliver him city of Qom said all 
today to help secure the to Iran for trail before a demonstrations were banned 
release of 60 hostages at the revolutionary court, today. 
U.S. embassy in Tehran. The students have warned P r e s i d e n t C a r t e r 
The surprise move, which demomtrators who planned discussed the new crisis in 
has bewildered diplomatic to march in support of U.S.-Iranian relations with 
observers, came as former ou~ol~ Premier Bazarpn the National Security 
U.S. attorney-general today that they will be Council Tuesday night amid 
Ramsey Clark and a Senate considered part of a U.S. reports that Iranian oil 
aide were travelling to lran Central Intelligence Agency exports had been suspended, 
with a lette~ from President plot. possibly by a strike of oil 
Carter to Ayatollah Ruhollah A communique from the port workers. But the 
Khomeini and other Moslem students, who on Tuesday National Iranian 0il Co. 
leaders, threatened to kill the denied the reports and said 
The letter asks them to hostages if WMhingtm tries the export of oil continues, 
free the hostages, who have a rescue raid, said the CIA "pending instructions from 
been threatened with death and tbe former lhah's ecret Ayatollah Khomeini," the 
by pro.Khomeini student police were behind the Saudi Arabian government 
demonstrators, proposed march, radio reported. 
In London, the British Leaflets distributed at the One report from Carter 
Broadcasting Corp. reported gates of the premier's office administration sources aid 
without attribution that two said the march was being loading of U.S. tankers has 
U.S. citizens were take~ called on behalf of theYoung been halted at Kharg Island, 
from the Hilton Hotel in Crusader Moslems, a lran's mainexportterminal. 
Tehran and put with the 
hostages at the embassy. Tories w i n  The BBC also said U.S. 
citizens are being rounded 
.up inTehr lm,. . .  . , 
The  'dem-onstratorn . . . . .  L ~,~ : :  . . . . . . . . . . .  
threatened Tuesdaytokill by two votes the hostages if the US  at- 
tempts a rescue operation 
The U.S. has said several OTTAWA (CP) -- By a the Commons for a number 
times it has no such plans, margin of only two votes, the of days.. 
The BBC quoted l~omeini minority Progressive And Clark said he will 
as saying he does not fear Conservative government meet here Monday with 
Alec Levesque discusses the Two Mile School Issue with school • the Two Mile cause, is the spokesman for Terrace area parents military intervention by the turned back the strongest provincial premiers t(~ work 
board trustee Elaine Johnson after Tuesday night's board meeting, seeking a French core program, photo by Ed YvciJn U.S. because, "America is challenge to its survival in out final details of his 
Levesque, who along with Claudette Sandecki showed up to support far too impotent to do so. the Commons Tuesday night, government's new energy 
L SOME HOPE SEEN "If they had be enable to ' The five-man Social Credit policy, especially plans for intervene, they would have caucus voted with the raising the price of Canadian 
kept the shah in power. They government to defeat an crude oil cl~er to world Board meet ends in uproar"  °° energy-relatedLiber~non, price levek during the next including propaganda, to confidence motion supported few years. 
keep him here but our nation by New Democrats by a vote "I hope we'll get an agree. 
paid no heed. The nation of 140 to 138, sent .,,", he told a reporter 
wanted something and 0nly Conservative Paul before being swept away in a 
America was unable to stand Yewchuk from the Alberta crowd after the Commons 
ByEDYUDIN reopen the Two Mile Levesque was ruled out support the board's of getting rid of the Two up to it. riding of Athabanca was vote. 
Herald Staff WHter school, of order by Jack Coo, te stand." Mile schoolhouse," he "Our nation regards absent from the Home ia the The vote took place after a 
The school board Levesque argued the board chairman, for Cook suggested the said. "If there is any America as its No. I enemy face of concerted efforts by day.long debate on energy 
because America has ad. the two main opposition policy and high intere~t rates meeting inTerface ended board was being School District 88. The parents appeal to B.C. growth in the Hazeltons, mitred the deposed shah, partles to bring the govern, initiated by Opposition in an uproar last night, 
hypocriticalin saying one meeting was quickly Premier Bill Bennett. that is going to be the who is our greatest ene~ny, sent down after barely five Leader Pierre Trudeau. 
when a supporter of a teacher could not ad journed  shor t ly  John Olson, a key place." and taken him under its months in office. Trudeau's motion said 
member of the Two Mile Olson indicated his protection." However, the outcome was Conservatives economic Miledelegati°ncommunityfr°m the TWOwas properlYnumber of instrucchildrent ate thereafter. Before the community committee,' group, who made the two- The BBC quoted almost aforegone conclusion policies would create severe 
ruled out of order by' different levels at the ruckus, Cook issued a said afterwards he was hour drive to attend the l~omeini's statements from after Prime Minister Clark economic hardship for 
Chairman Jack Cook. same time, a situation board statement on the encouraged by news that meeting, were not totally a ~oadeast by Tehran Radio allayed fears expressed by Canadians this winter, in 
, which existed at Two closure decision. "The the school might be discouraged by the monitored in London. Social Credit Leader Fabien part because of the govem- 
Alec Levesque, ' a Mile before its shutdown, matter of Two Mile has reopened for community board's tand. Clark and Miller, the U.S. Roy about possible fuel ment's commitment o a 
shortages inEastern Canada sharp increase in crude oli Terrace resident and the been  thorough ly  activities,. The trustees mvoys, were scheduled tc t is wint r, prices, 
spokesman for a group of "Next year we are examined and the also indicated that if "By no means are we arrive in Tehran at 6:30 p,m. "I 
parents eeking a French planning to run a French welfare of the child is the enrolment rises in the quitting, we realize it EST. Roy described the Liberal plead with this govern- 
motion as foolish and par- sent, which has managed to language core program, Core program on that thing that counts," ex- near future, the school remains closed right now, NBC television reported tkan. change its mind on so many 
a t tended Tuesday  very same basis'," he plainqdCook. "Theboard could reopen, at least but we are still going to that the letter also sakes Social Credit support for issues, to come back to 
evening's meeting to argued. " I f  it 's good decision stands, the accordlng to Ted Wells, keep after the possibility assurances thatthehostages the government was not Liberal policies on thls,"he 
support the 23 parents enough for us, why isn't it majority of parents in the the sedretary treasurer, of getting the school open be allowed to enter the without a price. Roy asked said before introducing his 
,, United States strictly for for, and received, motion in the House. who are still seeking to good enough for them?" Two Mile community do "There is no intention for 19110-81, he said. medical treatment and that assurances from Clark that But Clark countered that 
REJECTS Kennedy officially in . e~. , .~ . .  will not the government would do the resultsof the May 22 WEST now give arms to Kurdtsh in. everytMng inits power to see election proved that voters 
surgents in northwestern that Quebecand the Atlantic were fired of the policies lran. FREE QUEBEC BOSTON (AP) --  Senator administraUon of Jailing to famlly snt in the front row an The Iranian demon-tm'ouglt"heaungpr°vinces°il hadto seeen°ughthemgovernment.Cap°used by th  former 
Edward Kennedy, decrying set natlmal aims. K~nnedy began his first bid strafers eized the hostages the winter, "Canadians had had 
the "lack of a clear sum. He said there is a conflict for the presidency once held at the U.S. embassy Sunday The threat ota Commons enough of a government that 
EDMONTON (CP) ,-- the Western premiers moss from the centre of of direction in the ad- by his late brother John F, in a bid to ,get the United defeat also forced the was looking back," he The premiers o( the four said they questioned power," announced today ministrati~. Kennedy, 
Western provinces said that he is challenging States to extradite the shah, government to announce declared. "We are a nation Premier Rene Levesque "Fear spreads that our Kennedy's announcement nowin hospital in New York. plans for appointing unique among nations in the 
today they reject the on the meaning of President Carterfor the 1960 leaders have resigned was a sharp indictment of Meanwhile, Iran's ruling members to the Energy wo~Id that has the potential 
concept of Quebec in. sovereignty-Msoeiatl~. Democratic presidential themselves to retreat," the the domeKicpolicies of the Revolutionary Council Supplies Allocation Board, to build on its energy 
dependence  with "The Western premiers nomination. Massachusetts senator said. Carter administration, warned its supporters today an agency that would have strengths." 
While never mentioning ngainstattaeksonforeigners the power to allocate fuel NDP Leader Ed Broad- economic association were left with the distinct In remarks prepared for "This country is not Presid nt Carter by name, but gave no indication of the sup lies if a genuine bent blaste  the Liberals s with the rest of Can da, Impr ssion at first a d delivery from th  stage f
"Sovere ignty -  foremost t~ term seam prepared to sound re~'eat," Boston's historic Faneuil Kennedy said. "It Is ready to Kennedy's references to the hostages. "the 
usoclat/on is neither in the separation M Quebec Hail, the thlrd ~ Kennedy advance. It is willing to Democratic incumbent The Carter administration emergency arises, most cynical political 
Energy Minister Ray. party in Canadian history" the economic interest of from the rest of Canada, brother to seek the White make a stand. And so am I." whom he is challenging was has ruled out military action Hyathshyn had been dodging whose only real goal was 
theWeSternbroaderCanadaintere~tn°r ofin thisThe whlt impression.,,paper confirms House accused the Carter Members of the Kennedy unmistakeable, to free the hostages and questions about he board in regaining power. 
Canadlansasawhole," The Wetternpremiers Alcan workers reject extension premiers William Ben- added, however, that nett, Peter Lougheed, major changes are 
Allan Blakeney and clearly necessary In the 
Steri/n8 Lyon said in a federal system. 
Joint statement. "The Western premiers 
"The Western premiers made it plain that they Workers at Alcan's Kitimat smelter voted Tuesday the collective agreement offer: Del Mitchell, chief negotiator for Alcan, expressed 
agreed that there is are opposed to the status to reject the terms of a new two-year'contract offer - the inadequate cost of living allowance (COLA) "amazement" atCASAW's rejection of the pacL ~e 
nothing contained in the quo in Canadian fed. tendered by the company, clauses in the second year of the proposed agreement says the offer would have put $1,00o extra m each white paper on eralism and are com. 
- the failure to improve the pension plan worker's pocket his year. He claimed the offer would 
sovereignty.association mitted to working The 1,800-strong membership of the Canadian - the lack of clarity in the contract language and in have given CASAW workers parity and in some cases 
issued last week by the towards constitutional Association of Smelter and Allied Workers, Local 1, union securit g more money than agreed to by forest industry unions 
quebec gvernment that changes within the voted 62.Tper cent in favour of rejection of a contract - the unresolved issues at Kemano, where two last spring. 
would in any way cause framework of the extension agreed to by their executive last week. The employees are being disciplined by the company 
them to alter their federation, proposal would have extended the current hree year 
- a desire to have a common contract expirary date 
views." The statement said agreement to Oct. 1961, giving the workers an across with Arvida smelter workers in Quebec "As far as we are concerned, we fulfilled our 
At the annual premiers' Canada is embarking m the board $1.0~ increase in 1979-80, and an average - what the union terms the company's insistance on commitment and the negotiations are over," he 
conference at Lar "a new and challenging ll.48 increase in1979.80, and 9.5 per cent in lg~).81, extending the current agreement beyond its Oct. 80 stated. Negotiations on a new contract will begin Malbal , Qu ., in August, era" 
--  A union spokesman cited six reasons for rejection of exnlrv dnt~ 
, i  
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Christmas Seals area matter of life Et breath. :1: ' 
t " [ Revolutionary Bloc that took 
/ " "~ '  ~"" '~  ~ over the . labor and 
Residential Tree Service ~f~ Smooth Sailing 
to the 
Herald! ~'~ 
3212 KALUM PHONE 636-6357 
Custom Upholstery. Fabrics & Vinyls 
Furniture Repair and Refinishing 
Custom Auto Interiors. Van Conversions • 
Custom Quilting of Fabrics 
Pioneer Upholstery 
635-9434 
Weekdays 9- 5 
Other hours by appointment 
Claudette Sandeckl 3901 Doble Rd. 
Slnce 1973 Terrace, B.C. 
/~...~, ~i i +Trlmmlng "1"Topping 
+Removing 
~ ~ Fully exporlenced, 
Ilcenced & Insured 
~ '~_  ~,~ FREE ESTIMATES 
• : 244  (Smlthers) 
NOW OPEN 
ALEX'S BODY SHOP 
in the o ld  McEwan 's  Shop  
(Across from the Skeena Hotel) ,/, 
~i~ '/All S CONTRACTING 
~!i~" Furniture ,..J, q&=Wqnterprises 
~.~Rest0rati0ns. Hope Chests MUSIC FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
~ Ceston Made Formate. Refinishie! 
~ '~ General guildilg ColtractJl|' Wayne ,=s.s~14 
Days 135-613S Ernie aSS. 
635-2326 21 2510 S. Kalum 635-5585 Terrace 4513 Greig 
, pOPS ORTHWEST PiPE ,o,,s AND EQUIPMENT LTO. I p,..w.so, 1 ~  k~ ' ~ "  "' BILLIARDS & AMUSEMENTS 
PE PL UMBINGSUPPL IES ,  PUMPS ::::::::::::::::•::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:•::::::::::::::::::.:.::.-::::.:.:.:::. 
HOSES NUTSANDBOLTS FENCING 
WATER bOF TE NER5 ANDMORE P IZZA WAGON WE ALSO SELL, SERVICE & H O M E  BRUNSWICK PRODUCTs.REPAIR ALL YOUR 
5239 Keith Avenue N., [3 C Hydro 
635.7158 
C & H Industrial Cleaning 
Ltd. 
Pizza and sub.buns delivered to your door 
hot from the oven. 
3213 KALUM STREE! 
TERRACE S C PHONE 635.2473 
' FRL SPEClg 
t Ever/Senday & Wednesday F 
October 17 te November 11 
"With any order for Pizza of $8.00 and up; 
order • 9" pizza of your choice for V= price. 
Pb0nt~|-3414 
Free delivery Tuesday to Sunday 
Closed Monday 
~ 3es~ O " " I O'-~v°b~" 
"WE TRAVEL - -  YOUR HOURS" 
Steom" Cleoning0nd Pressure Woshing 
Phone 638-1634 o~ 635-3545 
SWIFT}/'  ,nuw  
MUFFLERS 
Winter Months Nov.- Feb. 
8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Closed Sunday & Monday 
638-1991 3010K Kalum Street 
Plumbing • Heating • Commercial Servicing 
Residential • Industrial • Specializing Gas Fitting 
and Sh~NIt Metal Shop 
Charlie Belanger 
ARE YOU READY FOR 
THE COLD WEATHER? 
"WE CLEAN" 
CHIMNEYS- FURNACES- FIREPLACES 
BOILERS RESIDENTIAL or COMMERCIAL 
COMPLETE FORCED AIR HEATING SYSTEMS 
We offer the most efficient way of cleaning your entire 
heating system by using a PRO-VAC Residential. 
Commercial and Industrial Mobile Power Vacuum 
Unit. AIIo Introducing the new method of utilizing 
compressed air for positive action. 
"Our service gives positive nd efficient results" 
Call the PRO.VAC pimple today and sea for yourself, 
Phone" 
T,.oc. 635"5292 
Kltlmat 632-2466 
Pro.Vac Industries 
Can. Ltd. 
Ser~vlcos Division 
Kltimet-Terrace, B.C. 
JA.ME~ GRAY 
4936 McDEEF 
63a.1691 
ROT' I.SSIONAI. 
~I I~EPENDA S LE. 
FLOORING CARPET & 
INSTALLATION 
YOU SUPPLY WE INSTALL 
FREE 
TERRACE HOTEL GIFT CERTIFICATES 
For these items 
, bear teeth , bear claws 
, weft teeth , beaver teeth 
• moose or deer antlers (s,no,eor ~,,r) 
Ava;;~;e";t:',he front desk of the 
TEIIUI~ HOTEL 
PLUMBING & HEATING LTD. 
'Unique Bathroom Boutique' 
44~ LAKELSE AVENUE 
P.O. Box 534 PHONE 635.93t9 
TERRACE, B.C. VOG 4B$ OR 635.9320 
Install A S~rvlce.Gas, Wood A 011 Fursnces 
¢him.  
Ready Mix Concretth Sand, Oravei, Top Soil, Drain 
Rock, Patio Blocks, Concrete Gravel, Begs of Cement, 
;/4 Yard Concrete Mixer Available for Rent. 
WE DELIVER SATURDAYS 
PHONE IktS4tN 
F.J.H. READY MIX 
Cmstructlen Ltd. 
% 7" 
Phmt Off Krumm Roam 
TMrI~III 
GLACIER 
L "~ ,~'~ 4411 Legion lvom 
A :~. -  Terrace, D.C. 
S (O¢~ A Complete Glags and 
S Aluminum Service TERRACE, B.C, PHONE 135-9252 ANYTIME 
l~OW IN TERRACE 
O & L PAINTING 
EASTSIDE 
GROCER Y & LAUNDROMAT 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
To Serve You 
WEEKOAYS II-11 WEEKENDS 9-11 
4430 Lakelse 635-2104 
YOUR FRIENDLY CONVENIENCE STORE 
;TARBOARD 
lICK YACHTS 
SAN JUAN 
21' to 30' Sai lbuts 
& Accessories 
bSS-3OOl 
Ken HenNa 
Interior - Exterior. Rnldentlsl. Commercial 
Specializing In Sand Blasting and Industrial Coatings 
FREE ESTIMATES 
PhonL: #35.4559 ODD NICOLAYSEN 
T(]DDDA  
economics ministries Oct. 
24, said the government 
asked for a "reasonable 
time" to meet the bloc's 
demands. He said his 
organization, a coalition of 
workers, peasants and 
force the junta to double the 
minimum wage to $6 daffy, 
freeze food prices and report 
on the fate of 550 persons who 
disappeared while Romero 
was president. 
The hostages who were 
freed included three cabinet 
ministers. 
N-device just mislaid 
welding flaws in pipes, was 
likely unloaded by mistake 
along with packages meant 
for the paper mill, owned by 
MacMillan Rothessy 'Ltd. 
There were no signs the 
package had been tampered 
with, or that the device's 
capsule of radioactive 
iridium had .been removed 
from its protective shield. 
RCMP and the Atomic 
Energy Control Board 
(AECB) were brought into 
the hunt after three weeks of 
u'nsuccessful tracing at- 
tempts by the Montrcal-area 
manufacturer, Quality NDE. 
The device left here by truck 
for Point Lepreau Sept. 27. 
MONTREAL (CP) -- 
RCMP in Saint John, N.B., 
believe a radioactive t sting 
device recovered there 
Tuesday -- after it had been 
missing for more than a 
month-- was simply mislaid 
in transit. 
In a telephone interview, 
RCMP Constable Bill Skcad 
said the device, intended for 
shipment to a nuclear power 
plant under construction at 
Point Lapreau, N.B., "was 
found in a large warehouse 
'where shipments destined 
• for a' "strikebound paper mill 
had been diverted. 
The Mounties believe the 
device, used to detect 
Juan escapes attempt 
BUENOS AIRES (AP) -- 
A rgent ine  Treasury  
Secretary Juan Alemann 
escaped unharmed today 
when a fusillade of at least S0 
bullets hit the car in which he 
was riding, news agencies 
• reported. . • 
However, • Alemann's 
driver and a bodyguard were 
injured in the attack by 
unidentified gunmen, 
Alemann, a leading 
member of the military 
government's economic 
team, was en route to his 
office from his home when 
the attack occurred. 
Both Notieias Argentinas 
and the official agency, 
Tclam, said the shots were 
fired from a pickup truck. 
On Sept. 27, a bomb 
destroyed the home of 
Guillermo Walter Klein, 
secretary of economic 
planning and co-ordination, 
killirlg two bodyguards and 
burying Klein, his wife and 
four children in debris. The 
family suffered minor in- 
juries. 
The Montoneres, a left- 
wing terrorist organization, 
claimed responsibility for 
the Klein bombing in com- 
muaiques sent to the news 
media. 
• - Just  like the men now 
'~ I~EW "Y'O'RK'"~('A*P')*' "  epidemiolngy and Stattstic~, 
Women who smoke are 
getting older and their lungs 
reflect the damage, the 
American Cancer Society 
reports. Lung cancer, 
ranked eighth among cancer 
deaths in women in 1961, now 
ranks as the No. 2 cancer 
killer among U.S. females. 
~:'~'!~b~¢~ " didn't '~ ~egin 
smoking in earnest until 
much later than men, but 
now their lung cancer 
statistics are 'matching the 
earlier ise among males," 
Lawrence Garfinkel, society 
v icevres ident  for 
said Tuesday. 
More than 100,000 
Americans have lung can- 
cer, the society said. 
Smoking isresponsible for 83 
per cent of the eases in men 
and about 43 per cent in 
women, it reported. In 1980, '
117,000 U.S. residents will be 
struck by the disease, it 
added. 
*. " , Lung%,cancer ,  which 
ranked eighth as a cause of 
'female cancer death in 1961, 
will kill an estimated 26,000 
women in 1980. And another 
32,000 new cases will be 
diagnosed next year, the 
society said. 
Triumverate considered 
L,A PAZ (AP) -- Col. 
Alberto Natuseh is con- 
sidering a proposal that he 
form a junta with two 
members of the Bolivian 
Congress, haring the power 
he seized in a coup, and hold 
a presidential election as 
scheduled in May, 
congressional sources 
• report. 
The proposal was made by 
20 leading members of 
Congress.whe met Tuesday 
night with Natusch. The 
colonel went into conference 
with his top military 
associates to consider the 
proposal, said a 
congressional source who 
asked not to be identified. 
Presidential elections 
were to have been held in 
May after an interim term 
by Walter Guevara, 
Bolivia's first civilian pres- 
ident in a decade who was 
overthrown by Natusch 
Thursday after only 10 weeks 
in power. 
La Paz's streets were 
generally free of gunfire 
Tuesday for the first time 
since Saturday, but soldiers 
supporting the cbhinel at- 
tacked peasants and miners 
at two points in the prov- 
inces, military and union 
sources aid. 
Rosalyn to take look 
WASHINGTON (AP) -- 
Resalynn Carter left for 
Thailand today, sent by her 
husband, "to observe at first 
hand the consequences of the 
horrible tragedy occurring 
there." 
The president's wife will 
visit camps holding refugees 
fleeing from Cambodia. 
"I want o go to see what 
• our whole country can do to 
help," Mrs. Carter said 
before leaving Washington. 
In ~der to go to Thailand, 
Mrs. Carter cancelled plans 
to accompany her husband 
on a state visit to Ottawa on 
Friday and Saturday, Ad- 
ministration sources aid 
Carter's mother and 
daughter are going to Ot- 
tawa, 
Carter is to meet privately 
with Prime Minister Clark 
and his cabinet, as well as 
with Opposition Leader 
Pierre Trndeau, before 
returning to Washington on 
Saturday, 
Fear hikes oil price 
EDMONTON (CP) -- 
Alberta Premier Peter 
Longheed said Tuesday the 
province will not negotiate a 
new oli pricing agreement 
with consuming provinces at 
a first ministers' energy 
meeting in Ottawa next 
Monday and Tuesday. 
agreement may be within 
several days. 
The Alberta government 
welcomes the discussions 
because they might clarify 
the issues for Canadians in 
other provinces, be said 
outside the legislature. 
Lougheed said he is not 
optimistic there will be a 
quick agreement on n 
national energy package 
despite Prime Minister 
Clark's suggestions an 
The premier's insistence 
that only Ottawa nd Alberta 
can negotiate an energy deal 
formed an essential part of 
his speech in Vancouver last 
week. 
- • ' ~ : - -  - " IlL, ~ M;  ' 
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Vial of life for you 
By DON SCHAFFER tieipant is asked to fill in his name, address, phone 
Herald Staff Wflter number, sex, age, birthdate, social insurance number 
Many different kinds of medleines come in vials. 
Pills, syringes, liquids, all Gorts of things. They can all 
save your life ff used properly. . . 
The Terrace Fire Department is distributing vials 
that can save your life as well, but it isn't exactly 
medicine. 
The Vial of Life program Is starting all over B.C. 
now, and is operated directly by the Ambulance 
Employee's Vial of Life Program, Gupported by the 
B.C. Lottery Fund. 
The idea behind the program is that ff something 
happens to you in your home, the ambulance per- 
sonnel that come to help will have immediate and easy 
access to a brief medical history of the person who has 
been hurt. . 
The ambulances in Terrace are operated by the fire 
department, and this is why they are distributing the 
vials. 
What comes in the vial is a form in which the par- 
and medical number. His doctor's name and phone 
number are huporinnt, as is the line where the par- 
ficipant is asked to li8t any health problems he or she 
may be suffering from, and any medication he or she 
may be taking. 
This form is placed in the top of the refrigerator in 
thekitchen, and a "vial of life" decal is placedon the  
door so that the ambulance people who come will know 
c~ at least  have an idea of what the problem is, 
thereby saving a lot of time in making a diagnosis at 
the hospital. 
It costs nothing to join the program, and it is ideally 
suited for elderly people, diabetics or people with 
heart problems or severe allergies: Captain Bert 
Reseboom of the fire department in Terrace says that 
his department supports the program fully. 
"We think it'G a very worthwhile program that 
might save a few lives," he said. "Besides, what can 
you get for nothing these days?" 
Theatre here has problem 
Mth noisy youngsters here 
shows at the Tillleum problems in Kitimat, As Young explains it, the n~/ED YUDIN 
Herald Staff Writer 
Moviegcers in Terrace are 
becoming increasingly 
disenchanted with the noise 
and rabble reated by some 
of the youngsters attending 
Theatre, 
However, as  theatre 
manager Bill Young sees it, 
it is a problem not peculiar to 
Terrace. 
"They have the same 
qucsnel, Williams Lake and 
other towns," he said. "They 
all go to the same school and 
know each other and they 
don't really come for the 
show itself." 
youngsters come more to 
socialize and so they don't 
care if the fuss they make, 
spoils the show for others. 
Young admits the problem 
is especially serious on 
WEATHER 
Credit party whip, said 
Tuesday be was Jcking when 
he said caucus chairman 
Jack Kempf will be fired if 
he can't decide what to do 
with caucus researcher 
Ellen MacKay who is int. 
plieated in a political dirty 
tricks scandal. 
Muasallem said Kempf 
and several reporters were 
present when he made the 
remark in the legislative 
buildings Monday and all 
were laughing. 
In the exchange, 
Musoaliem was quoted as 
saying it is up to Kempf to 
make a decision on MacKay 
and wasn't made caucus 
chairman "Just to sit and 
waggle his rear end." 
"lie's the caucus chair- 
man and if he doesn't do a 
good Job we'll fire him," the 
party whip was quoted as 
saying about his fellow MI,A. 
Shor t ly  be fore  
Muasallem's comments,.' 
Kempf had said he would 
l~nk to the party caU~:us for 
advice on how to handle 
MacKay, who has refused to 
Thursday. Highs both days 
near 12, lows overnight zero 
to2. 
Thompson, Okanagan: 
Sunny today and Thursday. 
Highs both days near 8, lows 
overnight nsar~ toS. 
Columbia, Kootenay: 
Sunny today and Thursday 
with occasional high 
cloudiness. Highs both days 2 
to 4, lows overnight near10. 
Cousins elected, to 
serve commumty here 
Rod' Cousins was eleste~ 
as director at the Oct. 29 
meeting of the Terrace and 
District Community Ser- 
vices Society. 
Other business at the 
meeting included a few 
necessary chknges to the 
society's constitution. 
The changes were made to 
bring the constitution up to 
date with the function of CSS. 
The 12 elected and three 
Northern Mainland, Queen 
Charlottes: Stmny today and 
Thursday. Highs both days 
near 10 except near S inland, 
lows overnight near freezing 
except near3 inland. 
Chlleotin, Caribon, Central 
[n.terior: Sunny today and 
Thursday With occasional 
high cloudiness. Highs both 
days near to just below 
freezh~, Lows overnightt0 
tolL' appointed directors provided 
" for ih the original con- 
Greater Vancouver, Lower stitution has been cut to 1O 
Fraser Valley, Howe 8ound- elected and no appointed 
Whister, Sunshine Coast, 
East Vancouver Island: directors, after the 
Sunny today and Thursday. diabanding of the resources 
High both days near 13, lows board. The ten directors will 
overnight zero to 2. serve two-year terms. 
The preset board consists 
North and West Vancouver of Dave Geliately, whose 
Island. Sunny today and term chairman ends in 
October, Igg0. Directors at 
large are Janey Booth, Chris 
Jenninga, Hugh Power and 
the newly elected director 
Cousins. 
This still leaves the board 
with three director vacan- 
cies. 
Many project managers 
were at the meeting to 
Friday evenings, and despite 'Just kidding folks' theprnsanceofabouncor, he Fi.shi has loaing  .in. ng  
situation," he told the S~.U g o o d  
VANCOUVER (CP) accept a 30day leave made advocating the une of Herald." We threw out lS or 
George. Muasailem, Social without pay as a reprimand phoney letters to 16 kids last weckond alone." VANCOUVER (CP) - -  
Young says drugs have not 
been a major problem since 
there is a no smoking sign 
hut admitted,"there is 
always etup lady who lights 
up." He also recounted an 
incident where three 
youngsters aged 12 or 13 
passed out in their theatre 
seats after consuming a 
bottle of gin. 
Young blames the 
situation on the parents 
rather than the kids them- 
selves. He says the curfew 
laws dictate the youngsters 
should not beon the street at 
all hours, yet apparondy 
some parents are indifferent 
to the situation. He says 
some.parents don't know or 
seem to know or care where 
their children are in the 
evening. 
Canada ims to hold onto its 
1978 position as the world's 
leading fish and fish product 
exporter, Dr. Waily Johnson, 
dtrectorgenerai for the West 
Coast of the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans, said 
Tuesday. 
The West Coast fishing in- 
distry has been performing 
well so far this year and 
getting top dollar for its 
produets, he told a news 
conference following a day- 
long meeting of government 
and industry represen- 
tstlves. 
"The future is rosy if we do 
all the right things and if 
other countries uffer from 
deficiencies of fish stocks," 
said Gary Vernon, asaiatsnt 
deputy minister of Industry, 
Trade and Commerce. 
On occasion Young has However, he said Canada 
called in the RCMP to could lose its export corn- 
supervise the sit.nation. In peiltiveness if the dollar ose 
one case he wanted to evict a"significantly in foreign ex- 
single youngster from the change markets. 
theatre, and as he relates it, 
the officer simply evicted the 
whole row of youngsters. 
The theatre operator 
admits that situations like 
last weekend when he had to i i 
[2 actually stop the show a couple of times has got to stop. He'a contemplating offering a 10:00 p.m. Friday 
ov~ng show starting in the 
new y,~ar, in which he would 
refuse admission to any 
youngster not accompanied 
by a parent. 
for tailing party officials that 
writing letters to 
newspapers over false nigea- 
inres is easier than one 
might think. 
MacKay has taken the 
position that her statements 
were authorized and ex- 
pected and that a reprimand 
is not in order. 
Muasallom said Tuesday 
that Kompf is a competent 
caucus chairman who is 
doing a good Job in a difficult 
situation and he doesn't feel 
Kempf should be fired. 
In further developments in 
the dirty tricks affair, con- 
~radielions arose on the issue 
of whether MacKay and 
fellow researcher Jack Kelly 
were reprimanded by their 
bose after their taped 
statements to a party 
seminar of constituency 
presidents in Vancouver a 
year age. 
Glen Mitchell, now 
executive., assistant to 
Education Minister Pat 
McGcer, said' he chasUsed 
both of them the fallowing 
week for statements they 
.fisheries scientist .with the 
federal governmefit, Skid the 
Trans Mountain proposal 
and a similar alI.U.S, plan 
called the Northern Tier 
oponal should be rejected 
oanse of the danger they 
newspapers. ' 
"I simply advised them 
there had been a lot of bad 
feeling at the meeting about 
what had been said and told 
them they shouldn't do it 
again," Mitchell oald. 
However, both Kelly and 
MacKay deny such a 
meeting took place. 
• MacKay said one of the 
reasons he has refused to 
accept a reprimand for her 
part in the affair is that the 
statements she made at the 
seminar were authorized 
and expected. 
SPOKE BRIEFLY 
Kelly, who raslgned Oct. 9, 
over his part in the affair 
said Mitchell spoke briefly 
with him moments after the 
seminar to toll him one 
member didn't like the 
reference to dirty tricks but 
didn't admonish im then or 
a week later in Victoria. 
Meanwhile, MacKay 
rink]ted her second ay back 
on the Job with no wcrk to do, 
• Sin~ her 'roturn to w~k 
Monday from an extended 
holiday, she hasn't had one 
request to undertake 
research from any of the 31 
Social Credit MLAs. 
On a normal day, any 
number of MLAe come in or 
call with requests, he said. 
Several phoney letters to 
newspapers have been dis. 
covered uring the past few 
~vseks, The letters, written 
daring the last provincial 
election campaign, are being 
investigated by the RCMP. 
NOTICE 
THE LAZELLE MEDICAL 
CLINIC will be open 
MONDAY, HOV, 12 
Iron= 
1:30 PM to 5:00 PM, 
• . .  • 
NEB rejects the 
request for ban 
VANCOUVER (CP) ,  The C.D. McAllister, 
posed to fisheries. 
The Union of B.C. Indian 
Chiofs and Washington State 
Indians objected to pipeline 
construction and shipment c/ 
oil along the coast. 
"Our specific concerns is 
that during the emstruction 
pltnse, ailtaUop of stream 
will occur at pipeline 
cr08ai~.," 
"Major apigs front in. 
creased tanker traffic in 
Puget Sound and along the 
coasts of Washington and 
B.C. will have aignificent 
adverse impacts on fisheries 
resources uch as oaimon, 
herring, ground fish and 
shellfish," the 8roup said. 
National Energy, .Board 
rejected a request Tuesday 
for an immediate dismissal 
or suspension of the Trans 
Mountain Pipe Line Co. 
application toallow shipping 
of Alaskan oil down 
Canada's West Coast. 
Andrew Thompson, for. 
mar chairman of the West 
Coast Oil Ports Inquiry, who 
opposes increased oil tanker 
traffic along the coast, said 
the federal regulatory 
agency does not have the 
Jurindictioa to allow Trans 
Mountain to go ahead with 
its proposal. 
The Trans Mountain 
proposal is one o/ several 
alternatives advanced to 
transport Alaskan oil to 
seuthern markets. 
Under the plan, oil would 
be shipped by tanker to an oil 
pert at Low Point on the U.S. 
side of Juan de Fuoa Strait. 
From there, it would be 
moved along pipelines to 
Edmonton and into extsting 
lines to the United States 
midwest. 
Thompson said the energy 
board did not have the 
uuthority to approve the 
Trane Mountain proposal 
because it cannot rule on 
safety of the marine an. 
vironment in U.S. waters. 
He said if Tram Moun- 
tain's bid was not dismissed, 
then it should be suspended 
until the company un. 
derlakea a complete study of 
the environmental and socio- 
economic impact of the 
proposal, Such a study would 
cost an estimated 115.3 
million and take 13 to 14 
months to complete, 
Thompson'a motion will he 
heard as part of the final 
legal argument on the Trans 
Mountain application but by 
that time the whole of the 
company's application will 
have been heard. 
in testimony Tuesday, 
three witnesses said moving 
Alaskan oil through the 
strait was risky. 
"All shipping accidents 
are due to either 
mechanical.equipment 
failure or human error," 
said Captain George Verce, a 
A "nugget" of 
information: 
All these projects were 
considered highly suc- 
coseful. It is hoped that the 
Adult Basic Skills program 
• be extended on a long-term 
basis due to the good 
raspen~ from usors. 
The office of the Terrace ' 
and District Community 
Services Society is located at 
4711 Lazelle Avenue, behind 
the Tillieum Twin Theatres, 
and anyone interested in the 
work of the society and 
who would like to become a
member please feel free to 
drop in. Hours are from 9 
a.m. to I p.m. or phone 635- 
3178. 
Alcan wins 
film award 
B.C. mining paid ovor 
$192 million in taxes last year, 
The Canadian Film and 
Television Association has 
awarded first prize to a film 
prodaeed for Aloan's 25th 
anniversary. 
The film 'Kiilmat a New 
Generation' was filmed in 
Kitimat, Kemano, and 
Kitimat Village at different 
times of the year to show the 
effects on a community of 
seasonal changes and the 
variety of activities 
available. 
Br ian Hemingway,  
Alean'a public relations 
manager said the company 
During 1978, the  B.C. min ing industry paid over  $110 mi l l ion in 
taxes  to our  province,  p lus  more  than  $69  mil l ion in federal  
taxes.  Min ing taxat ion is a l so  felt at the  local  level . . .with over  
$13 mi l l ion in munic ipa l  taxes  pa id  by  the industry  last year.* 
That 's  a total  of over  $192 mil l ion, or about  $75  for  every 
Brit ish Co lumbian .  As an impor tant  source  of tax revenues  
for our  p rov ince-and  as a large sca le  job -producer -min ing  
is a major  cont r ibutor  to the  B.C. economy.  
THE MIN ING ASSOCIAT ION OF BRmSN COLUMBIA  
"Building a stronger B.C" 
"Source 1978 P,tce Wnle,housh study of BC mining mdusl,y 
present reports. Francis 
Sabine, the alcohol and drug was extremely pleased with 
the award. 
counsellor, presented a "Our objective was to 
comprchensiverepert which produce u film that ae- 
included the announcement curately conveyed the 
of a new counsellor in Prinee unique qualities of the three 
Rupert, Richard Greening. communities uponwhich our 
Sabine's report also operations have the most 
mentioned the auceess of impact, Kitimat, Kemano 
Alcohol Awareness Week and Kitimat Village, and of 
and the need for a 
detoxification centre here in 
Terrace, called for there 
help from companies for the 
Employers Assistance 
Program, and thanked Hugh 
Power and local and regional 
committees for their support 
and help. He also thanked 
CFTK-TV for their Skeona 
Journal episode. 
Gait Turner reported on 
the successful Mother's 
Time Off program, Janey 
Booth reported on the 
'Homemakers program un¢ 
its new supervisor, Vivian 
Kraeling, who recently ran 
an orientation course for 
homemakers which was 
attended by 15 people.. 
The Terrace Answering 
Bureau is continuing to in- 
crease business and plans 
are underway to hire a full. 
time salespersen in the near 
future. 
Three projects were ended 
last year, Adult Basic Skills, 
Family Violence Research 
project and Day Camp '79. 
towards achieving that 
objective." 
The film, which won first 
place in the public relations 
category, was produced by 
T.A. Associates of Van- 
couver in conjunction with 
Henry Leas and Associates 
of Toronto. The Kitimat co- 
ordinator for the film was 
David Dunsmuir nf Alcan's 
public relations department. 
The 16 mm film is 
available to any organization 
wishing to borrow it, the 
running time is 26 minutes. 
]POLICE STOP RALLY 
PAMPLONA, Spain 
(Reutsr) --  Police fired 
ntbber bullets to break up a 
group of about 200 young 
people who gathered on the 
main square of Pamplona m 
Monday to smoke marijuana 
and demand its legalization. 
Police said they broke up the 
rally before the demon. 
airators could light up. The 
demonst ra tors  a lso 
demanded the release of 90 
3ple detained last week on 
g charges. 
course the Pacific Nor- 
thwest," Hemlngway said. 
"As well, we wanted to 
portray the company's 
operation here," he con- 
tinued. "The award suggests 
we've gone a long way 
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AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION 
not rare than TUNE-UP  
$52.78 plus tax Terrzco Totem Ford Sales Ltd~ 
up tO 11 litres oil 4m Xoilh Ave. 63S.41H14 
~Oram: Automahc Transrn,sston f,4'~.... -~ ' / '  ' 
Torque Converter (if equip. / f. ) '~ ,~, . , . \ . . .  
ped with drain plug) / ~ "~ 
• Cleanl . Fluid plcku'pscreen [ ' ~ ~ - -  , ~  
A,r Breather (d so equ,Pped)~L " . r .~ /~"~-  "=ilii-. '
Bands ,, ' I 
Linkage 
J Replace: Pangasket and flu,d ~ 
Road Test Vehicle 
Most Passenger Cars and L,ght Trucks 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~..~;~..~:.~.~ 
INST ITUTE 
LIVE. AND LEARN 
You can do it with the Open Learning Institute 
aLl offers B.C. accredited programs leading to high school completion, technical 
and vocational certificates, and university degrees. Programs you complete in your own 
home, on your own time. 
The Open Learning Institute was established in 1978 by the Ministry of Education, 
Science and Technology to deliver a wide range of educational services to any British 
Columbian. The Institute first offered courses in September, 1979 and now has several 
hundred enroled students. In January 1980, the Institute has a much larger selection of 
courses. 
JANUARY't 980 COURSES 
Adult Basic Education 
Grade 10 Completion Canada and the Contemporary World 
English, Social Studies, Mathematics, Science Elective Courses-Algebra, Physical Sciences, 
Grade 12 Completion Typing I, Forkner Shorthand 1, Accounting 1 
Required Courses--Practice Jn Prose (Additional elective courses available 
Composition, Introduction to Literature, in May 1980) 
Career, Technical, Vocational 
Nun-Credit Courses Restaurant Management I 
Planning Your Future Effective Supervision 
Introduction to the Metric System Accounting I 
Credit Courses Typing I 
Written Communication Forkner Shorthand I 
Motel Management I Introduction to Electronics 
(Additional courses available May 1980) 
University 
Lower Level 
Biology and the Human Species 
Computing in Modern Society 
Principles of Microeconomics 
Literature and Composition I 
Canadian History (1867 to present) 
Calculus for Biological and Social Sciences 
Introductory Psychology I
Upper Level 
Management and Motivation 
Principles of Ecology 
Intermediate Microeconomic Analysis 
Economic History of Canada 
Nineteenth Century British Novel I 
Modern Canadian Fiction 
Modern American Fiction 
Regional Geography of Canada I
Differential Equations 
Developmental Psychology 
(Additional courses available May 1980) 
al l  will offer all of its growing list of courses in January. May and September each year. Registration 
deadlines are two weeks before the beginning of each semester (i e. December 15Oh). Fees are comparable 
to those of other institutions offering these courses. 
HOW TO ENROL 
Any adult resident of BC is eligible for Open Learning Institute programs. For registration and com- 
plete information, fill out and mail coupon: 
Open Learning institute, P.O. Box 94,000, Richmond, B.C., V6Y 2A2. 
Name: ................................................................. 
Address: .............................................................. 
Postal Code: . . . . . . . . . . .  = . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  or call us collect at 270-8021.  
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LETTERS TO 
THE EDITOR 
~ar Sir: There are also some 
We are being bombared discussions among the 
w i th  "soc ia l i s t "  communist economists of 
propaganda. ]Russia to construct, during 
Well, this is still a free the tenth five-year plan, a 
country and they have the new paper mill, in the region 
democratic right to do so. nf Eniseysk, where the 
For how lung will I be free to Angara River flows into the 
differ publicly with socialist Enisey. They plan to invite 
philosophy? the International Paper 
Just a few words about Company from America to 
socialist economy. Don't construct his paper mill. 
take me wrong. I am not Some planning and in- 
promoting uncontrolled vestigations are already 
irresponsible capitalism As underway. The socialist 
a christian l must condemn economy again cannot work 
that oo. The Bible condemns without he free initiative of 
it. But the socialist economy the capitalist economy. 
cannot exist without some The most striking 
kind of capitalist economy, examples of the bankruptcy 
either outside of the socialist of the socialist economy can 
country or within it. I am be seen in Soviet 
writing now about Russia. Agriculture. The communist 
Next time I will write masters are unable to 
something about China. provide food for all of their 
Many times the capitalist slaves,therefore they permit 
countries have helped to each family to have a tiny 
build up Soviet industry, plot of land. All these plots 
Soviet kgriculture, and even take less than 3 per cent of 
the military industry. The the cultivated land. But this 
American Federal Reserve three percent of the land, in 
Board even initiated the so- the hands of small 
called "depression" in "capitalitis" within the 
America by withholding a system of the socialist 
considerable amount of establishment, provides 
money from circulation and more than half the 
paralyzing American in- vegetables in the entire 
dustry. Thousands of country, besides of providing 
American engineers became more than 25 percent of the 
unemployed and went to meat, 40 per cent of the milk, 
Soviet Russia to help the and more than every second 
communists construct egg. An these 'are official 
K~izbass, ..... Do nl~ass, statistics, ~hich are not 
Magnitogog~k, ~.Uralmash, designed to. promote the 
and other centers of socialist interests of private an- 
industry. That was the terprise, But even these 
period of the first five-year socialist statistics issue a 
plan, and the capitalists of a mortal verdict to the 
dozen different countries are socialist economy. These 
again helping them to little private plots of mother 
construct a huge automobile earth, which are usually 
city-factory on the Kama smaller than an acre per 
River because the socialist family, have proved to be 
economy is unable to per- much more powerful than 
form such a big task without the entire socialist system. 
the capitalists. The plants The communists know about 
will be manned by cheap it. They tried mnay times 
labor. The production would under Stalin, under Krush- 
not be profitable was it not obey,under Brezhnev, to kill 
for the millions of political this enemy of communism, 
prisoners who are working to take these little plots from 
as slaves for a few rubles a the hands of individual 
month, collective farmers, but every 
Another communist time were easily defeated. If
country, Romania, is unable they take those plots away 
to stand on its own feet from the peasants, they will 
either. Just this week I read have to fee the peasants and 
in the Prince Rupert Daily the workers ton, but the 
News, " A key role in the socialist economy is unable 
drive for self-sulfieiency has to provide the food for all the 
been allotted to four slaves. 
Canadian CANDU nuclear 
reactors that Romanian is The socialist economy 
buying for $1 bi l l ion,  surrendered to the private 
"Why are socialists economy, because itcannot 
depending on capitalists for survive without it. 
survival? You answer this 
question. Bill Homburg 
Letters welcome 
The Herald welcomes its readers comments. 
Allletters to the editor ~ general public interest 
will be printed. We do, however, retain the right 
to refuse to print letters on groundS of possible 
libel or bed taste. We may also edit letters for 
style and length. All letters to be considered for 
publication must be signed. 
COMMENT i 
VANESSA CROOKS 
IAL !\ , 
/405PITAL 
l l l l  I 
\ 
Asante responds to labor 
Dear Mr. Johnson, 
When I received your 
letter I had three nptions. 
The first was to ignore the 
letter, the second was to 
answer it the way I know you 
would like the answers to 
read and the third was to say 
what I honestly think but 
which will undoubtedly cast 
votes. I chose the third. 
In answer to your 
questionnaire, I too believe 
that working people have a 
real stake In the outcome of 
Regional District and 
Municipal elections. 
Like you, my belief is also 
that candidates for either 
level of Government must 
deal with issues of 
tremendous impact to our 
region as a whole. Con- 
sequently, I am, through 
your questionnaire, an- 
swering the delegates to 
your Council who have taken 
positions tn many issues of 
regional importance who 
wish to ascertain the 
responses of candidates to 
their coneerno. 
I would like to inform you 
that I do not sanction any 
publicity concerning your 
evaluation of my responses 
unless my responses and 
your questions are 
publicized In their entirety. 
1) Yes, I see a conflict 
between Native Land Claims 
and regional development, It 
Is with interest I have 
watched representatives on 
the Federal and Previnclal 
levels confere with Indian 
spokesmen regarding Land 
Claims. It would appear that 
each level of government 
negotiates to the brink of 
settlement and then con. 
veniently evades finalization 
by saying the other level has 
the ultimate jurisdiction 
over such matters. Whether 
a Regional District could 
enter into any settlement 
claims which hadn't first 
been negotiated on the 
Federal and Provincial 
level, seems rather 
debatable. This will he an 
urea of particular interest o 
me.  
2) In answer to your 
question on my stand about 
the possibility of Aican 
developing Kemono Two: 
A Terrace Chapter of the 
Nanaka Morlce River Club 
was formed in Terrace on 
Nov. I, in the Terrace 
Library Arts Room. It was 
resolved at that meeting that 
spokesmen from both Alcan 
and B.C. Hydro would he 
invited to an end-of- 
November meeting to ex- 
plain publicly the nee~esslty 
for Kemano 2or the K~mann 
Completion Project. Th~e 
spokesmen will he asked to 
inform us all in the north 
what the long term benefits 
will be...financially, In 
regard to long term era- 
ployment...and etc. 
Editorial from 
the weekly Newspaper. If there is a proven 
Canadian -not American- 
put out by Room 2, Grade 3 need for the flooding of 
E.T. Kenney Primary 
I wish people wouldn't go around and put poison in 
the water. They kill the fish and the whales die too. 
I hate when they do that. I get mad. ~ )  / 
Even when people are driving they run over cats ~ ~ l  
and dogs and they just throw them in the ditch. I get 
mad over that too because I love all the animals in the 
world. I mean it too! 
And there's one more thing I don't like-is that 7_ .  
people step on spiderst And I don't like that either. I
l ike the animals alive! Not dead! We like animals for [ 
I 
MI animals need to live! we live, why can't the little 
creatures live too? 
Other towns or cities are nice to animals, in Terrace 
some people are nice to animals but some people 
aren't. 
recreatlcmal w ldernces and 
unsightly marring of God's 
blue sky by steel cables, then 
citizens whn are en. 
v i ronmenta l ly  and 
ecologically concerned will 
he reasonable as usual. But 
most assuredly, the unes 
should be on those com- 
panies who are rapidly 
molishtng our Wtidemess 
to prove the Canadian need 
for more hydro power and 
not on the shoulders of the 
concerned public who is kept 
in the dark about what is 
taking place. 
I'm afraid some of us 
suspect profiteering rather 
than a real need for more 
power being the reason for 
developing. 
3) Your question regarding 
the Hotsprings interests us 
all. 
Since my ten year 
residence in this area, the 
Hotsprings interests us all. 
Since 'my ten year 
residence in this area, the 
Hoteprings have been a 
northern disgrace. The place 
has been peri.~!cally titled 
by the Health Department 
for unsanitary conditions 
which were apparent to all 
visitors. I cannot help sadly 
comparing our Hotsprings 
with Harrison and Radium 
Hotsprings and think of the 
local and tourist benefits 
which could generate from 
such a well run facility. Good 
management by a Board 
Editor's Note: The Dally 
Herald invited other egional 
district candidates tosubmit 
their responses to the labor 
council's questionaire Issued 
by Paul Johnson. They 
declined. We invited dlslrlet 
council candidates to do the 
same by Friday, Nov. 9 at 10 
a ,m.  
The 
questions " • ~fl~ '[:-, 
1) Do you see conflict between Native Land 
Claims and regional development. If so, how 
would you deal with this conflict. 
2) There has been much discussion of the 
possibility of Afcan developing the so-called 
"Kemano II" project. What is your stand on this 
Project .  
3) a) What is your concept for the future of the 
Hotsprings? 
b) Who should own and manage any future 
operation? 
4) Hydro is planning major hydro-electrlc 
development in the Iskut-Stikine area. What are 
• your views? .*~ ~ 
5) Plans for massive development~ in the 
Kitimat-Terrace corridor have been hinled at by 
the Regional District. What are your ~iews ell 
development in this area. i . 
• | 
6) Do you believe that th~ forestry ba~e in the 
area is disappearing? H sp, what options are 
open to us? * 
7) Should preference in the awarding of con- 
tracts be given tQ41rms wh~ employ local union 
labour? Please comment, t 
, 8) What do you~ consider appropriate 
development for this region? 
9) Would you facilitate public participation i  
planning and development? If so, how? 
consisting of members of the 
public and various govern. 
mental levelss eems a good 
idea. 
4) Concerning your 
questions regarding 
development of the Iskut- 
Stikine area: 
Before the need for 
completion of existing 
projects is proven I am 
definitely against any 
development in the Iskut- 
Stikinc region. But diligence 
is necessary because money 
has already been invested in 
feasibility studies in that 
area .  
5) Regarding development 
in the Kltimat Terrace 
corridor: - 
Nobody with any com- 
prehension of history can 
imagine staying develop. 
meat when it is necessary. If
such development is deemed 
necessary in the future then 
we must insure that 
development is planned and 
controlled to benefit local 
area residents. 
6) If the forestry I)use in, 
the area is disappearing .. it . 
must be Itla~nly because of, 
poor logging practises, clear 
cut logging and the rising 
cost of accessibility. 
Supervised, legislated 
planning is essential here 
too. Until the present ime 
OTTAWA .,J 
OFFBEAT 
BY RICHARD JAC,KSON 
i 
Ottawa - Looks as if Prime Minister Joe Clark may 
• have to write another personal letter to Immigration 
Minister Ron Atkey. 
It's been one thing after another ever since Romping 
t Ronnie was voted back into Parliament after his 1974 
defeat following two years in the Commons. ~. 
Those two freshmen years, from 1975 to 1974, ap- 
parently weren't enough to teach the Toronto MP that 
silence is often golden even for a member'of the 
Cabinet. 
Given to shooting from the lip, Atkey was enough of 
an embarrassment to Joe Clark that the' Prime 
Minister felt comvelled, inself-de.fence, towrite him a 
letter saying in essence: 
, "I like this job and hope you will help_me keep.it.". 
Roughly translated, in Atkey's particular case, mat 
comes out meaning: "Hey buster, button y o~.llp:" 
It was Atkey, you'll remember, winning etecuon m 
one of the most heavily ethnic constituencies in 
i Toronto, who prodded Clark into that gaffe about 
m 
moving the Israeli capital from Tel Aviv to 
Jerusalem. 
Atkey apparently thought this would please the big 
Jewish minority in his riding, and Clark, unmindfulat 
the moment of the implications of such a statement to 
the oil-powerful Arab states of the Persian Gulf, went 
for it. 
It was Atkey's obsession with minorities that 
spurred him to lash out against some of his own Im- 
migration Department inspectors as racists because 
of complaints from blacks that they were victims of 
discrimination on landing at Toronto International 
[rom the Caribbean, and being denied entry. 
The uproar is only beginning to die down on both 
sides. 
It was Atkefs hangup on the ethnics that prompted 
him then to open his heart--and the Canadian ports of 
entry-to the refugee Chinese and other fugitives from 
Viet Nam. 
Never mind that the Liberals-and it was deliberate 
policy-used black and Asian mass immigration to 
shatter the once dominant Anglo-Saxon and 
traditionally pro-Conservalive majority in Toronto 
and dilute it on the West Coast. 
Atkey invited 50,000 Indo-Chinese r fugees to make 
themselves at home here, the majority, as might be 
expected, so far doing it in and around Toronto. 
The cost? 
Don't bother me with the cost, Atkey told critics 
then, the government was doing this for "overriding 
humanitarian considerations." 
Never mind that Finance Minister Crosbie was 
crying that the plundering Liberals had stripped the 
Treasury bare. 
There was always Treasury Boai'd President Sin- 
clair Stevens to take care of such bothersome details, 
and among suggested economies, hints were dropped 
that there could be a means test for old age pen- 
sioners. 
Now it turns out that the costs do matter. 
Especially to the taxpayers who must be sounding 
off or Atkey would be ignoring them. 
Instead, he's busy trying to explain that a refugee 
program of a few months ago-when costs were no 
concern-now has a $I15 mtlllon price tag on it that has 
every chance of getting out of hand.' . .~. , 
So what's he going to do? -' . .  .......... d 
Where's he going to get the money? 
By "raiding," as he terms it, "other programs." 
What "other programs"--pensions perhaps? 
Unemployment  Insurance, certainly, perhaps 
further cutbacks on fast-vanishing defence budgets. 
large forestry corporations Wherever. 
have been left more or less Atkey promises to give "full financial details" later. 
their henour to carry out Meanwhile he did let drop that it would be costing 
reforestation programs. . .  $2,300 to settle each of the 50,000 Viers over the next 
two years. 
7) I think this qu~tion is But who cares about costs? 
redundant. Of course local 
skilled and unskilled labour 
should he guaranteed em- 
ployment In the awarding of CONSUMER 
contracts. Whether or fnot 
tmlon labour should be given 
preference would I think COMMENT depend on their demands 
being reasonable. I believe 
that labour would have far 
more sympathy in many "A rose by any other name would smell as sweet." 
quarters tf their requests 
included betterment for all So wouldn't abaron of beef by any other name taste as 
the people instead of just good? Well, maybe, but maybe not. 
themselves. Labour has In recent years, the growing profusion of coined 
never in the history of the names for meat cuts was often cause for confusion on 
movement had such a strong the part of the consumer, and at times; some names 
voic~ or the option of doing tended to be misused. Steaks had such names as 
so much gond if it se desires. Delmonico, Cowboy, Salisbury, or Virginia; names 
I think, like many of us, both that are more fanciful than informative. These names, 
management ahd labour in often varying from one geographic region to another, their greed have abdicated 
their responsibilities in gave no information about he cut of meat, and unless 
caring about future you were familiar with which cut was meant by a 
generations, name, you couldn't be sure about its tenderness or 
appropriate cooking methods. 
/ W 5TATIo I 
I RoI31~D,,, P'II, M } ~  
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8) Appropriate develop. 
ment in this or any other 
region depends upon the 
needs of that region. 
9) As far as public par- 
ticipation is concerned in 
planning and development, I 
am a vocal advocate of 
pablte participation. It is 
only with public concurrence 
that any job can be done and 
done well. I hope if I am 
elected that public in. 
formation and input 
meetings can he held on a 
regular basis. 
Yours cautiously, 
Nadine Asante 
Now, all that has changed. To eliminate confusion 
and ensure that consumers are provided with more 
accurate and useful purchase information, specific 
names for retail meat cuts have been developed for 
use in' labelling, advertising, and on restaurant 
menus. These names let you know what part of the 
animal the cut is from, and thus enable better quality 
and price comparisons, and .bake it easier to choose a
suitable cooking method. " 
Except when the cut is specific to only one animal, 
the meatcut name must include the type of meat - 
pork, veal, or poultry, for example. However, the 
word "beef" is not required as part of the name of beef 
meat cuts, except in the case of variety meats, 
The name must also include the appropriate term 
that indicates the part of the animal from which the 
cut was taken: These terms are specifically 
prescribed by the federal Department of Consumer 
and Corporate Affairs' retail meat cut program, and 
are consistent throughout all levels of the meat in- 
dustry in Canada. For example, the name "veal 
cutlet" applies to a meatcut taken from the hind leg, 
and thus, a more tender cut. If a cutlet is taken from 
any other part of the animal, it must be specified 
accordingly, such as "veal shoulder cutlet". However, 
the terms do not apply to stewing and ground meats, 
since these generally originate from many different 
parts of the animal. 
Along with the required specific terms and meat 
names, other names may be used, provided that they 
are informative and not misleading. These coined 
names or modifiers, such as smoked, tenderized, or 
semi-cooked, further describe the meatcut and 
provide information to further assist he consumer in 
making the most appropriate selection for his or her 
needs. 
. ' ,  . .7 . 
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Can't Defrost. 
Her Icy Heart 
By Abigail Van Buren 
,¢ 1919 by Ch icago  Tr ibune .N .Y .  News  Synd.  Inc.  
DEAR ABBY: When I was 6, my mother, a widow, died. 
The state put me in an orphanage and found a family to 
legally adopt my two little sisters. (They were 3 and 4 at the 
time.) 
I want to establish contact with my sisters, but so far rye 
had no success, even though I was able to contact heir adop- 
tive mother. My sisters are 19 and 20 now, and they live 
with their adoptive parents in another state. 
First, I wrote to their mother, explaining who I was, and 
asking her permission to wr'tt~ to my sisters. My letter was 
never answered, so I called an@,~tsked if she ever received 
my letter. She said, "Yes, I got i~ and why don't you mind 
your own business and.quit rying to mess up my daughters' 
lives?" 
I told her politely that I didn't wan~o mess up their lives, 
I just thought hat since we were blood sistersthey might 
want to know me because I remember them and still love 
them very much. 
She said, "Please leave them alone and find somebody else 
to lover' Then she hung up on me. 
Abby, I am a respectable married woman. My husband ad. 
vised me to forget about trying to see my sisters, but he 
agreed to abide by your decision. 
DEPRESSED 
DEAR DEPRESSED: Your sisters should be allowed to 
decide whether they want to be eontocted by you. The 
agency that arranged their adoption can eontaet them. Seek 
their assistance. 
DEAR ABBY: The letter from a patient who was left un- 
dressed on a hard examination table for an hour reminded 
me of how I once taught a fancy Park Avenue gynecologist a 
lesson. 
He left me on the examination table, in a chilly room, for 
what seemed an eternity. I was naked except for a short 
hospital gown slit up the back. 
I finally got off the table and wandered out to his Waiting 
room (which. was: fil!ed with patients) "looking for the 
doctor." 
What a picture I must have been: half naked, barefoot, 
with this short gown, open in the back, flying in the breeze! 
• Well, a nurse grabbed me and escorted me back to the ex- 
amination room, and you can bet the doctor was there in less 
than a minute. 
STILL LAUGHING 
DEAR STILL LAUGHING: I'm laughing, too. But ! don't 
reeommend thut method of getting the doctor's attention. 
DEAR ABBY: I was particularly interested in the letter 
from the man who loved his parents, but it tore him up to 
• visit their graves, so he never went. His sisters and brothers 
went often, which made him feel guilty, so he asked you if he 
should go for "appearances' sake." Thanks for saying, "The 
poorest reason to do anything is for 'appearances' sake.'" I 
agree. 
My sister and I fell out over an argument we had about 
how much to spend on our mother's casket. 
When we were shown a $6,000 coffin (with an innerspring 
mattress!) I burst out laughing, even though I was sad and 
heartsick at the time. 
My sister was aH for putting our whole family into debt to 
give Mama an expensive funeral just so people wouldn't 
think we were cheap. We had some bitter words about it. 
We finally settled on a nice coffin for $1,500, which was 
plenty. : " j . ' . . . .  : " . . . .  l 
I've left instructions with my family to spend the absolute 
minimum on my funeral. When a poor family goes into debt 
for a fancy funeral, ~it's usually because they feel guilty 
about he way they treated their loved one while he was liv- 
ing, and are trying to make it up to him after he's dead. 
NO FANCY FUNERALS 
CONFIDENTIAL  TO "NEW READER IN 
HOUGHTON, MICH.": Don't mnrry,lor money. You eao 
b~rrow it much cheaper. 
Your Individual 
Horoscope 
- -  Frances Drake =___  
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 
Take the initiative In 
planning dates. A family 
member may be concerned 
about' a distant matter. Cheek 
accommodations re travel. 
TAURUS 20) ~:~ 
(Apr. 20 to May 
Take advantage of sales re 
furniture and appliances. 
Talks on joint assets are liable 
to be inconclusive. 'Sign no 
papers. 
GEMINI ~ . ~  
(May 21 to June 20) ~ '~ 
You're articulate and ex- 
pressive. Make phone calls 
and write letters. Partners are 
pione to disagree about 
money matters. 
CANCER ~ ~,.~ 
(June 21 to July 22) 
Private financial moves 
work out to your advantage. 
Be. sociable. Don't insulate 
yourself. Maintain harmony 
with co-workers. 
LEO 
<July 23 to Aug 22~.~-~ 
Get in touch with friends, 
but check with family 
members before inviting 
others over. Retire early. 
VIRGO 
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) I I F '~k  
Do furthur research re a 
career venture. Progress by 
staying behind the scenes. The 
p.m. doesn't favor inviting 
guests over. 
LIBRA 
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) .n -~ 
Career talks could drag on 
past working hours. Measure 
your words. Joining friends at 
a cultural event should prove 
stimulating. 
sOO~.," 21)nbal:F- (Oct. 23 to Nov. 
Launch new business 
projects, but downplay ego. 
Check consulting fees before 
making appointments with 
advisers. Care with ex. 
penditures. 
SAGI'FrARIUS ~;~ 
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) 
Let associate have center 
stage, and then you'll find out 
what's bothering them. Not 
the best time for agreements 
about joint assets. 
CAPRICORN W ~  
(Dee. 22 to Jan. 19) 
Remember  f inanc ia l  
priorities. Work towards goals 
and don't be distracted. A 
close ally may not be in the 
,: mood for ~Ik. Let them be. 
•., AQUARIUS, 
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ~,=~'"  
A good time for furthuring 
personal goals, but don't mix 
business with pleasure. Party. 
goers should be careful of 
health and diet. 
PISCES 20) )~ 
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 
Make that resolution to get 
things done around the house. 
Keep socializing free from 
shoptalk. Find other topics of, 
mutual interest. 
YOU BORN TODAY are a 
searcher for truth. Your in- 
terest in "things unknown 
makes you a good researcher, 
whether your field be science, 
literature, or religion. 
q 
"This place hasn't been a Japanese restaurant for 
over two years." 
;.,.I L. i;:. 
t , , ;  ~ .  , , , l ' ) f  
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CROSSWORD 
ACROSS • 28 "Robin --" DOWN 10 MilMISh 
1 Flatfish 30 Tennis 1 Singer 12 Wooden shoe 
4 Propane stroke Reuse • 14 Depend 
7 Common: 33 He played 2 Dill plant 15 Novel 
var, comb. ."Svengali" 3 Agueweed 19 Treat hides 
form 36 Almost 4 Category 20 Oriental coin 
8 Slow, in 37 Ethical 5 Feeds the 21 Massenet 
music 38 Renders kitty opera 
10 Ethan or Ira turbid 6 British gun 22 One or the 
11 Buries 39 Wicked 7 Silent one other 
13 Noted char- 40 Compass 8 Sign of the 23 Evening, 
actor actor reading zodiac in Paris 
16 Clmllee 41 Thing, in 9 Overly- 24 Tearpit 
17 Makers of law decorated (obs. var.) 
silk Avg. solution time: 26 rain. 25 Reign, in 
fabrics India ' 
18Honest [ ~ i ~  26 Martinand 
19 A tissue T IAL I  ) lEE1 I I I 28 Hillside 
20 Pack IH[Ai~,  ~I~IE,. ,,_,_, , ,_ , dugouts 
Zl Pithy LUILIU~==~ ~11 '~J~JLLL~w[EjT, AINIAJ ~ Marble slab 
23 Weather ~[.~J~.~TJE_J~L~I~T~_J.~J.~I 30 Nocturnal 
word ~ ~ ~  lemur 
25 Forecast - 31 Kind of 
In April ~ ~ ~ l  exam 
26 " - -  Over 
Mia~" FOiA~SISI~i$1SI  32 Bengal quince 
Z7 Carpenter, 9-5 34 Fixed star 
for one Answer to yesterday's puzzle. 35 To stir 
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CRYPTOQUIP 9-5 
XF JB  NXJDDV VENB.D HFEMNMDV 
HFDM 
Yesterday's Cryptoqulp -- BUMBL ING BUFFOON MUM- 
BLED UNINTELLIGIBLE DATA. 
Today's Cryptoqulp clue: E equals C 
The C~teqdp is a simple substitution cipher in which each 
letter used stands for another. If you think that X equals O, it 
will equal O throughout the puzzle. Single letters, short words, 
and words using an apostrophe can give you clues to locating 
vowels. Solution is accomplished by trial and error. 
the AMAZING SPIDERMAN 
~ ~  ~ ~oo~, . 
By Stan Lee and John Romita 
@ 
I'm ,,.,,~,)(P/OL./$. / 11'IINK ~-IMEANW//I~.=... r ~om~o,~ 
!i 
CATFISH By Roger Bollen and Gary Peterman 
I 
~' __. ~:~ =~ ;.~, .:I/~.. _ _  __  _ _ - -  _ - -  I s  Z4 
the WIZARD OF ID B B nt rker and Johnny Hart 
% 
B.C. 
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t :m.~ .3 ,  
'~C.  I~. :~W ... 
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By Johnny Hart 
DOONESBURY 
° I ~,~w,~ex, ~i~, 
POv?" p//M/¢ T/~ I 
NAHAYKA ~C_ . .~/ .  I cw ~/~p~ (~7/ I 
• ~-7 k ~ / ,..j---, 
By Garry Trudeau 
c4~c~ IN ";~, ~ lydia//AW 
ANNO(I~ 7HAT YO# HAY6 TO 
Nt~, 7HEY71 P~..AP~ A ~-  
AL VICTORY ~ K,F.HHEPY. . 
7 
N :-~*~" t "~ " 
DAMM~ Z N/SH 711EYP I I 15 "THAT ((liP/,]AN- I 
STOP.5~TTII~ TttOSB I I EO~ flP.M ~ 80NINO, I 
IVlOl~L VICTORy PF_-~- I I "  YBE . .  I 
7 ~ SO HIGH,. I 
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CLASSIFIED RATES 
LOCAL ONLY: 
20 words or less $2.00 per in. 
sertlon, Over 20 words 5 cents 
per word. 
3 or more consecutive Insertions 
$1.50 per insertion. 
REFUNDS: 
First insertion charged for 
whether run or not. 
Absolutely no refunds after ad 
has been set. 
CORRECTIONS: 
Must be made before second 
insertion. 
Allowance can be made for only 
one incorrect ad. 
BOX NUMBERS: 
75 cents pickup. 
$1.75 mailed. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
Rates available upon request. 
NATIONAL CLASSIFIED 
RATE: 
22 cents per agate fine. 
Minimum charge SS.C0 per In. 
sertlon. 
LEGAL . POLITICAL and 
TRANSIENT ADVERTISING: 
$3.60 per column Inch. 
BUSINESS PERSONALS: 
$4.00 per line per monlh. 
On a 4 month basis only. 
DEADLINE 
DISPLAY: 
4:00 p.m. 2 days prior to 
publication . day. 
CLASSIFIED: 
11:00 a.m. on day previous to day 
of publication MOnday to Frldoy. 
ALL CLASSIFIED CASH WITH 
ORDER othsr than 
BUSINESSES WITH AN 
ESTABLISH ED ACCOUNT. 
Service charge of $5.00 on il l  
N.S.F. cheques. 
WEDDING DESCRIPTIONS: 
No charge provided news sub- 
miffed within one month. $5.00 
production charge for wedding 
and.or engagement pictures. 
News of weddings (write.ups) 
received one month or more 
after event S10.00 charge, with or 
without picture. Subject to 
condensation. Payable in ad. 
vance. 
CLASSIFIED 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: 
Births 5.50 
Engagements S.S0 
Marriages S.50 
Deaths S.50 
Funerals 5.50 
Cards of Thanks 5.50 
/~emorlal Notices 5.50 
PHONE 6~-6357 
Classlfiad Advertising Dept. 
I 
INCHES AWAY CLUB 
Meet every Tuesday night at 
8 In the Skeena Health Unit. 
For more Into phone 635.3747 
or 635-3023 
OVEREATERS 
ANONYMOUS 
meats Wednesday at 8 p.m. 
at St. Maflhew's Anglican 
Church basement. Phone 
635-4427 after 6:30 p.m. 
Birthright Office 
Pregnant? In need of sup- 
port? Call Birthright 635- 
:3907 Nbr. 3.4621 Lakelse. 
Office Hours: Tues. 11 a.m.. 
8 p.m., Wed. 9:30 a.m. - 5 
p.m,, Thurs. I1 a.m. - 9 p.m., 
Frl. 1 p.m. - 10 p.m. or Call 
635-3164 or 635-5136 anytime. 
SKEENACENTRE 
ONCE MOR E WE OPEN 
OUR DOORS TOTHE 
SENIORSOFTHE 
COMMUNITY. 
We offer 
COFFEE 
CONVERSATION 
& 
CRAFTS 
In a friendly 
Drop-In Centre 
atmosphere 
We supply 
MATERIALS 
INSTRUCTION 
& 
TRANSPORTATION 
as well as an area for 
relaxation. For more In- 
formation about these and 
other activit ies, please 
phone 635.2265 and ask for 
Skeena Centre. See you there 
any time between 8 am and 
3:30 pm Monday thru 
Friday. 
Kitlmat A.A. construction 
Group In Kltlmat: telephone 
632.3713. 
MEETINGS: 
Monday - Step Meetings 8:30 
p.m. Lutheran Church. 
Wednesdays Closed 
Meetings 8:30 p.m. United 
Church. 
Fridays - Open Meetings 
8:30 p.m. Skeena Health 
Unit, KIt lmat General 
Hospital. 
AI.Anon Meetings. Tuesday 
• 8 p.m. United Church. 
Rape Relief 
Abort Ion Counselling 
& Crisis Line for 
Women 
638-8381 
ucP, Ooc.v_ iIEm  
Single Copy 20c 
By Carrier ruth 3,00 
ByCarrler year33.00 5KEENAHEALTH UNIT TheAngllcan Church Bazaar GEMINI EXCAVATING NEEDED IMMEDIATELY 
By Mail 3mth. lS.OO 2-3215 Eby St. 
ByMall 6mth. 25.00 Terrace, B.C. 
By Mail 1 yr. 45.00 
Senior Citizen 1 yr. 20.00 635-6307 
CHILD HEALTH 
British Commonwealth and FERENCES 
United States of America one 
Weekly at Eby St. Every year 55.00 
Box 399, Terrace, B.C. 
VaG 2M9 
HOME DELIVERY 
Terraee m. District 
Thornhih, District 
Phone 635.6357 
Kitimst & District 
Phone 632.2747 
The Herald reserves the right 
toclessify ads under appropriate 
headings and to set" rates 
therefore and to determine page 
location. 
The Herald reserves the right 
to revise, edit, classify or relect 
any advertisement and to retain 
any answers directed to .the 
Herald Box Reply Service, and to 
repay the customer the sum paid 
for the advertisement and box 
rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" In- 
struetions not picked up within 10 
days of expiry of an ad- 
vertisement will be destroyed 
unless mailing instructions are 
received. Those answering Box 
Numbers are requested not to 
send origlnols of documents to 
8void loss. 
All claims of errors in ad" 
vertisements must be received 
by the publisher within 30 days 
after the first publlcatlon. 
It Js agreed by the advertiser 
requesting space that the 
liability of the Herald In the 
event of failure to publish an 
advertisement or in the event of 
an error appearing In the sd. 
vertisement as published shall 
be limited tothe amount paid by 
the advertiser for only one In. 
correct Insertion for the portion 
of the odvertlslng space occupied 
by the Incorrect or omitted item 
only, and that there shall be no 
liability to any event greeter 
than the amount paid for such 
advertising. 
Advertisements must comply 
with the British Columbia 
Human Rights Act which 
prohibits any advertising that 
discriminates against any 
person because of his rsce, 
religion, sex, color, nationality, 
ancestry or place or orlgln, or 
because his age Is between 44 
and 65 years, unless the condition 
Is Justified by a bona fide 
requirement for the work in. 
volved. 
CON- 
Do you feel you have a 
drinking problem? There Is 
help 
Ave I la ble I 
Phone 635.4646 
635-9052 
638.1514 
Alcoholics Anonymous 
Meetings: 
Mon.8:3Opm United Church. 
Mon; 8 p.m..Alanon-Ske~r~k 
Health Unit. 
Thurs. or Sat. 0:30 p.m. Mills 
Memorial Hospital. 
Ladles Slim Line Club meets 
Monday evening. 6:30 p.m.. 
United Church basement, 
Kltlmat. 
Women's A.A. Meetings - 
every TuesdaY night at 7:30. 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 635-5145. 
Tues. 1:30- 3:50 pro. Phone 
for appointment. 
Held at Thornhlll Elem., 4th 
Tues. of every month from 
1:30 - 3:30 pm. Phone for 
appointment. Babyslfters 
who bring children must 
have parents' written con- 
sent for Immunization. 
ADULT IMMUNIZATION 
CLINICS 
Every Men. and Wed. from 3 
- 4:10 pm. By appointment 
only. 
PRE.NATAL CLASSES 
Held throughout he year for 
expectant parents. Phone 
Health Unit for details and 
registration. 
PRE-NATAL BREATHING 
and  RELAXAT ION 
EXERCISES 
Held every MOn. afternoon 1 
.2  pro. 
HOME NURSING CARE 
Nursing care In the home for 
those who need It, on referral 
from their family doctor. 
Terrace area only. 
PRE-SCHOOL SCREENING 
CLINICS 
18 months: at Child Health 
Conferences. 6 yrs. once to 
hNIce monthly. 41/= - $ yrs. 
(pro.kindergarten): Spring 
blitz. Developmental, vision, 
hesrlng screening done. 
Please phone for ap- 
pointment. 
VED 
VD CLINIC 
Phone for appointment. 
Treatment available. 
SAN ITATION 
Public health Inspectors can 
assist with sanltetlon 
problems, such as food 
polsonlngs and complaints, 
sewage dlsposah private 
water supplies and 
nuisances. 
SPEECH and HEARING 
CLINIC .~ 
(Held at 4612 Grelg Ave. Tel. 
630.1155]. The audiologist 
will do hearlng tests on 
referral by family dodor or 
community health nurse. 
. Speech pathologist 
therapist wil l  carry out 
speech assessments and 
therapy. 
LONG TERM CARE 
At 205-4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
635-9196. 
Assessment and planning for 
those eligible for Long Term 
• Care. 
COMMUNITY 
VOCATIONAL 
REHABILITATION 
SERVICES 
AID TO HANDICAPPED 
At 205.4621 Lazelle Ave. Tel. 
535.9196. 
Assessment and guidance 
for vocational and social 
rehabil itation done by 
consultant. 
WANTED DONATIONS 
The Three Rivers Workshop 
for the Handicapped are 
looking for donations of any 
old, broken or used pieces of 
furnlt ure,also Bny discarded 
wood products we could use 
for recycling or renovating. 
Call us a* 635-2238 between 
8a.m. and 3 p.m. We will try 
to make arrangements for 
pickup. 
MILLSMEMORIAL 
THRIFT  SHOP 
Mil ls Memorial  Hospital 
Auxiliary would appreciate 
any donations of good, clean 
clothlng~ any household 
Items, toys etc. for their 
Thrift  Shop. For pickup 
service phone 635.5320 or 635. 
5233, or leave donations at 
the Thrift 5hop on Lazelle 
Avenue on Saturdays bet- 
ween 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. 
Thank You. 
Weight Watchers meeting 
hold every Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
In the Knox United Church 
Hall, 4907 Lazelle Avenue. 
The regular meeting of the 
Catholic Women's League of 
Terrace will be held on 
Wednesday, Nov. 141h , 1979, 
following 7:30 Mess In the 
church meeting room. All 
members end eny Interested 
newcomers are cordial ly 
Invited to offend. 
NC.14N 
TERRACE 
WOMEN'S 
CENTRE 
• a support service 
for women- 
4711 Lazelle Ave. 
behind Tillicum Theatre 
635.5145 
Drop in: 10 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Men. -Thurs. 10 a.m. - 4p.m. 
Friday. We offer a com- 
fortable : relaxed at- 
mosphere to meet and share 
Ideas. Children are welcome. 
EVENING PROGRAMS: 
7:30 pm Tuesdays- Women's 
A.A. 1st Wednesday of month 
• Status of Women. 2nd 
Wednesday - single parents 
(led by a single father. 3rd 
Wednesday Men and 
Women's Rap. Thursdays - 
Women's Night Out. 
The regular monthly 
meeting of the Pacific 
Northwest Music Festival 
will be held November 13th 
at B:00 p.m. at 4741 Loan. 
Anyone Interested In at- 
tending will be more than 
welcome, 
NC13N 
will be held Sat. Nov. 24, LTD. 
1979. (no23N) (Wes Andrews) 
Backhoe Work 
Covent Players Hourly and Contract 
Verltas Hall 635-3479 
Saturday, November 10, anytime 
1979. Time: 2:00 p.m...4:00 (am-1.10-79) 
p.m. All grade 8..12's 
welcome. ' PDQ 
NC.-9N Carpet & Flooring 
Installation 
You supply - -we Install 
638-1691 
(am-1-10-79) 
You are all Invited to a Tea 
and Bazaar (and coffee too) 
which will be held by the 
Cenlennlal Christian School 
booster Club, November 10 
from 2:00--7:00 at the Cen- 
tennial Christian School 
(corner .of Sparks and 
Stralme). Some features will 
be home baking fishpond 
games and handmade items. 
NC-.9 N 
INSIST ON 
THE BEST 
Concrete soptlc tanks In 
stock. Get relief with a 
concrete Investment. 
Schmltty's Excavating 
635-3939 
(am.1.10.79) 
Filter Queen 
Sales and Service 
635-7096 
PS.9N 
Women's Night Out 
(Thursday, Nov. 8) will meet 
DEBRA LEWIS, co.author 
of thebook 'RAPE'. This will 
be held at the Northwest 
Community College, Room 
202, from 7:30 p.m. until 9:30 
p.m. Some transportation 
will be available. Call the 
Women's Centre at 635-5145 
for more Into. 
NC-SN A black male cat with large 
gold eyes, In Copperslde 
There will be a Vancouver area. Ph 638-8257 
People's Law School C2-9N 
workshop on SEPARATION 
AGREEMENTS, at the 
Library Arts Room on 
Wednesday, November 7 at 
7:30 p.m. The speaker will be 
Frank Jang. For more Into 
call the Women's Centre 635- 
5145 or the Kermode 
Friendship Centre 635.4906. 
COLLIER EXCAVATING 
Backhoe Work 
Phone 635.5340 after 6 p.m. 
(am-1.10-79) 
Wanted Someone for 
housacleanlng, one day a 
week. Preferably on 
Fridays. Need own t ran-  
sportation to Kleanza Drive. 
Ph 635.2363 after 6:00 P.M. 
C5-13 Nov 
Pre.School Superv isor  
wanted for Terrace Day 
Care. Call 638.1171, 635.2243 
CFTN- 1.11.79 
DIABETES Film 'Four In A 
Crowd'-Wednesday Nov. 7 at 
8:00 P.M. Mills Memorial 
Hoepltal Education Room. 
All Interested are welcome. 
Sponsored by the Canadian 
Diabetes Ass. 
NC-7 N 
Rebekah Lodge Annual Tea 
and Bazaar, Sat., Nov 10. 
Oddfellows Hall, 3222 
Munroe St. 2-4 PM. (nc.10n) 
Ladles Aux i l ia ry  to the 
Royal Canadian Legion are 
holding a bake sale in the 
Skeena Mall Nov. 10, 1979 at 
10:00 a.m. 
NC 9 Nov. 
Distributor for Cake and 
Pastry 
Sales manager for Mrs. 
Williams Baking Co. will be 
Interviewing Interested 
parties November 13,14,15, 
1979, for cakes and pastry 
distribution In the Terrace- 
Klflmat-Smlthers areas. We 
are Interested In someone 
carrtylng related lines.--Own 
truck required. Please write 
to box 1225 C-O The Dally 
Terrace Art  Association Herald 3212 Kalum Street, 
Monthly PIcture Loan wlll be Terrace, B.C.(In strict 
held In the Library Arts confidence with particulars) 
C5.9 November. Room on Wednesday 
November 7th from 7:00 
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Pictures on 
loan may also be returned 
from 1:00 to 3:00 p.m. 
NC -7 N 
1st Kltsumkalum Girl  
Guides are holding a White 
Elephant Sale Saturday Nov 
17 at Upland Elementary In 
the Gymnasium for 10 a.m. 
to 2 p.m. 
Nc-16 N 
Salesman and service man 
required for a fast growing 
Industrial Dealer shop. PIs 
mall inquiry to PO Box 215. 
Telkwa B.C. 
C20.23 Nov 
CHEVRON CANADA LTD. 
Regulres a commission 
agent for our Terrace Bulk 
Plant. The capital In- 
vestment Is apx $140,000 with 
flnanclng 'aval lable. For 
more Into and to apply, pls 
'cal l  B. Wallls, Vancouver 
• 1437.6016 between 8 and 4. 
m 
Skeena Valley Golf and 
Country Club Annual 
General Moating. An elec. 
tlon of Officers will be held 
on Wed. Nov. 14,1979 at 8 PM 
In the Terrace Hotel. All 
members ate urged to at. 
tend. 
NC.9 
BAZAAR AND TEA National record distributor 
The Order of the Royal requlrespart-tlme sales rep. 
Purple ladles Invite the to service established ac- 
public to their fall sale and counts in Terrace-Kltlmat- 
tea. November 17 1:30 P.M.-- Prince Rupert area. Write 
4:00 P.M. In the new Elk's BOx 1226 GO The Dally 
Home 2822 Tetrault Street. Herald. 3212 Kalum. 
NC--17 November C5.14 N 
•.The 
DALLY HERALD 
needs 
CARRIERS 
In tJl~ f0!lowlng areas: 
.,,j, . 
'. Thornhlll 
:ottonwood St., Empire 
St., Paquette Ave., Kofeed - 
Deslardlnes, Kofoed 
Sharpies, River Dr., 
Burgess - Laurler Ave., 
Thornhlll St., Pine St., 
Muller St., Newelh Golf 
Course. 
Terrace 
Highway 16 W., Willow 
Creek Rd., 4900 Block 
Agar, 4700 Block Agar, 
Gait, Tweedle, Lloyd, 
Green, 4500 Block Grelg. 
If you are Interested In one 
of these routes please 
)hone: 
635-6357 
between 9 am and 5 pm. 
KItlmaf 
Yukon St., Quail - Sterling 
Streets, Oriole - Osprey 
Streets. 
If interested --  phone Kelth 
at: 
632.2747 
nc.cffn) 
The Terrace St. Mothew's 
Church Bazaar will be held 
Sat. Nov. 24 1979. 
(NC 23 Nov) 
NOTICE OF MEETING 
'KSAN HOUSE SOCIETY 
Wednesday, November 7, 
1979 at 7:30 p.m. 
Terrace Mental Health 
Boardroom, 4554 Lazelle 
Ave. 
NC.7Nov 
My family and I would like to 
express our sincere ap- 
preciation and gratitude to 
the Staff at Skeenavlew; 
Lodge for the tender and i 
loving care given my motl1"e'P"~ 
Blanche Little until her ,  
passing on Nov. 2nd 1979. : 
Our heartfelt thanks:~to you 
all, .... ,::' 
Norma Klng 
SEARS 
SALES AGENCY 
Wholesale merchandise 
Auction services 
Ornamental Ironwork 
3972 I~bie Street 
Phone 635-7824 
10 a.m.- 2 p.m, 
Closed Mondays 
(cm-12-10-79) 
Avon representatives to 
work In the following areas. 
i )  Copperslde Estates 
2) Muller, Valleyvlew area 
3) Sparks, Munthe and 
Westvlew area. 
PIs call Norms at 635.7496 " 
CTF N 2-22-79 
Will bsbyslt 3-4 yr old child 
in my home Mon-Frl only. 
Soucle and Sparks area. Ph 
638-1079 
C3 7;8,13 N 
Contractor avai lable for 
small remodelling and 
construction lobs, Phone 635. 
3261. 
C5-12 N 
HARLEY'S PAINTING 
& DECORATING 
Drywall ,  stucco,, tile, 
linoleum. Free estimates. 
Phone 
638-1095 
ARE YOUR CEILINGS 
GETT ING D INGY 
LOOKING? If they are, have 
them pro fess iona l ly  
resprayed. Call Earl at 635. 
2776. (c40.12D) 
BACKHOE 
for 
HIRE 
Phone 
635-5454 
635-6757 
(dfn-2-10-79) 
For Sale: Studio knitting 
machine 2 years old. For 
further Information call 635- 
7878. (c20-8N) 
Brand new capt.aln bed, 
chest of drawers, cabinet 
with sliding doors, golf clubs, 
drapes, mlscellanous Items. 
Ph 635-4226. 
P3.9 N 
For sale. 150 gallon oli tank. 
30 to 40 gallons In tank. 011 
heater. Ph. 635-6738. 
P3-9 N 
Wanted to Buy: Bunk beds 
and rollaway cots. Ph. 638. 
8217 
PS-7N 
For Sale: Record player, 
small pool table (like new) 
baby's walker, potl.chalr, 
clip on table seat, rocker, 
play seat, warmer dish (can 
be used as popcorn popper. 
Ph 635-7074 after 6 p.m. 
"Rubber Boots for Dancing" 
and memories of pioneer life 
In the Bulkley Valley written 
by Nan Bourgon is now on 
sale In Smlthers at Van's 
News, Western Drugs and 
Interor Stationary. 
C15-12 Nov) 
Two truck fires Size 075by16. 
Mounted on Ford rims. 
$100.00 OBO Ph. 635.3960. 
C3-0N 
One 9" Belt Drive Table 
Saw. Has cast Iron top with 1 
HP Industrial motor and also 
for sale girl's 20" CCM bike 
and 1 utility trailer. Ph 635. 
3430. 
P$-8 Nov 
For Sale-Brothers Manuel 
portable typewriter with 
carrying case. In excellent 
condition.Like new. Only 
$100.00 Call 635.4921. 
C3-7 Nov. 
Like new mens and ladles 
golf clubs with carts and 
assc. Ph 635.9280 after 6 p.m. 
P3.7 N 
Store Fixtures for sale. Ph 
during the day. 635.6576. 
CTFN 2-11.79 
WANTED 
Spot cash paid for 
used furniture, guns, 
lewellery, skates, BCRIC 
shares. 
Anything of value 
We buy - sell ; trade 
Gunsmlthlng 
GUEENSWAY 
TRADING 
3215 Kalum Street 
Terrace 638-1613 
"For Safer Living. Fuel Economy 11, Cleaner Air" 
• CHIMNEYS BOILERS • 
a AIR DUCTS FURNACES • 
aFIREPLACES 
PRO,VAC INDUSTRIES 
CANADA LTD. 
Services Division 
Specialists In power-vac cleaning 
9~, Starllng Street., 635.5292 
Kltlmat, B.C. V8C IK5 632-2466 
For Sale-- Beautiful Wolf 
Skln Coat. Size 42. Ph 635- 
2803 and ask for Cabin Nbr. 2 
P2-9 Nov 
Four studded snow tires size 
G 78X15, a yr old. Phone 635. 
3216. 
P2.5,9 Nov. 
Complete darkroom. Durst 
enlarger, developing tank 
trays. Contact pr!nter and 
much more. Asking $175.00. 
Ph 638-1890 
1=2.6 Nov 
410 John Deere Backhoe for 
fire. Phone 635.4081. (cm-5- 
10-79) 
5 Siamese Kittens to give 
away. Ph  635.2746 after 5 
p.m. 
C3.6 Nov. 
For Sale. a male Alaskan 
Melmute puppy. 0 weeks old. 
Excellent show stock. 
Asking $250.00 Ph 638-1996 
after 5. 
C5-9 N 
Wanted to Buy.Batterles 
from old car and truck and 
cat. Top price paid. Will plc k 
up. Ph 635-4735. 
P20.30 Nov 
Wanted to Buy: Used fur. 
nlture such as couch; chair, 
table & chairs. Phone 635. 
5417. (dfn-11-10.79) 
2Oft Songster with 165 Merc 
cruiser, trim tabs, Galley 
pack, portable head, CB, 
compessj stereo, dingy and 
trailer. Call 635-3204 after s 
p.m. 
C5.6N 
For Sale-Big Mack on the 
Job complete with Hayes 
Trailer. Also a dump box, 
Armstrong new last spring. 
Model of Mack 1973. Color 
blue all In very good con- 
dltlon. A real good buy at 
$32,500. For further Into pls 
call 036-2014 or write P.O. 
Box 335. Slcamous, B.C. 
c2.31,7N 
For Rent 3 Bedroom upper 
duplex, utility laundry room 
In basement, carport, 
private driveway. Close to 
Skeena Sec School. S345.00 
For Rent. One Br. duplex 
suite In town. Furnished. No 
pets. Ph 635-5464. 
P3-9 N 
Three bedroom view home 
overlooking Terrace and the 
Skeana Valley. Many ex. 
callent features, including 
wall to wall carpeting, built 
In dishwasher, two full baths 
and large covered sundeck. 
Located in a quiet residential 
area only minutes from 
schools end downtown. 
Possession cen be Im- 
mediate. To view phone 798. 
2258 after 6 pm. (Btfn-11-10. 
'79) 
Lot For SALE Excellent 
large lot on 4516 Cedar 
Crescent. Ideal residential 
area with potential view. 
$21,000. Contact 635-7696. 
CTFN.211-79 
Three bedroom home, 
bungalow style. Paved 
driveway, completely land. 
scaped, 14X14 workshop. 
Very clean and well main- 
tained home. Ph. 635.7455. 
P10.13 Nov. 
For Sale by builder. Your 
choice of six homes. Prices 
reduced For more In- 
formation pls call collect 
doys.562.4114, evenings.562. 
3697. 
CTFN.25 Oct 79 
HANDYMAN SPECIAL 
House and lot In Thornhlll 
area. Contact Rick Smith or 
Jack Ambler at 635.7117 for 
further details. 
CTFN- 711-79 
Cabin for sale at Lakelse 
• Lake , off Beam Station 
Road. Ph after 5:00 p.m. 635. 
7901 
133.9 N 
Wanted to rent by family of 
four 3 Br. house with 
basement. Needed by Dec. 15 
1979. 
• P7-9 Nov 
Two or three bedroom 
house with large lot. In town 
preferred. For professional 
family with one child and 
dog. Ph 638.1772 
C5.13 N 
Working couple requires2 Br 
accommodat ion  Ira. 
mediately. 
Weekdays 8:30 a.m..4:30 
p.m. 635.6255. Local 52 after 
p.m. Ph. 638.1080 
CTFN-21 .79 
Wanted to rent 2 or 3 
Bedroom house, duplex or 
trailer Immediately Have 
rezzgbovxogowlqntact Nbr. 4 
Reel Inn Motel or Mike at the 
Safeway Meat Counter. 
P3.e.Nov 
Urgently needed two or 3 Br 
accommodation for steadily 
employed man with family. 
Ph 635-9264 
P5 9N 
For Sale: Warehouse with 
l~eated workshop and 
separate office space. 
Fenced with chain l ink 
fence. Complete security. Ph 
638.1324. 
P10-0 NOV. 
For Rent: 900 sq ft. on 
second floor. Air con- 
ditloned. Located at 4623 
Lakelee Avenue. Ph 635-2552. 
CTFN 2-11.79 
For Lease.Warehouse or 
shop. 6 units 19 feat by 48 feet 
by 16 feat. Ceiling 14X14. 
Overhead door. Plumbing 
an;:l gas heat. Ph 635.7459 
CTFN-MWF 2.10-79 
Valuable commercial lot In 
Terrace. For sale or build to 
owners requirements. For 
Into pls ph. Russ Roper 562- 
4114 Collect. 
CFTN.2-11-79 
Lot for Sale: Excellent large 
lot on 4516 Cedar Crescent. 
Ideal resldentlal area with 
potential view. S21,000. 
Contact 635.7696. (ctfn,2-10- 
Choice commercial lot at 
4653 Park Ave. Asking 
$35,000. Reasonable offers 
considered. Contact Marion 
Woodland at Alande Realty 
at 563-3332 or 562-4648. 
C4-7,16,21,30 NOV 
one portable sawmill on 
Columbia trailer, with In- 
ternational power unit. Plus 
wheel loader. Contact John 
et 696.3324 In Topley. 
C10.13 Nov 
For Sale.Fully equipped 
convenience store with living 
accommodation. Store does 
a good year round turnover. 
For further Into plsa write 
Box 1214 or call 635.3971 
For sale-Shake and Cedar 
Milll located in Codarvllle 
B.C. Assets Include Jon. 
sereds resaw, cubing 
machine, shingle saw 
shapeover. Resaw gummer, 
double butt shlngle SEW, 1962 
International Flat deck 
truck, Powell air guide 
cuber, 1958 Gravel Truck, 
Timber Jack skipper, 350 
cmc Motor on Sklppes, 
Gummer,  chalnsaws, 
conveyors, motors, belts, 
Misc. Tools and Equipment. 
Asking price negotiable for 
further Info contact Brian 
Elder 635.4981 weekdays 
between 8:30 A.M. and 4:30 
P.M. 
A10.20 Nov 
J ~ t r 
VEHICLES 
66. RECREA'I:IONAL 
1977 Dodge Aspen Stellon 
Wagon, extremely low 
mileage, must be seer~ to be 
apprecleted. Ph 635.9546 
P3-gN 
For Sale 1970 Volkswagon 
Rabbit Diesel Ph 635.4333. 
CS-13 No 
1978 Plymouth Fury 20,000 
miles exc. cond. 4,500.00. 
Queen size waterbed. Frame 
end heater $250.00. Home 
made voice, of the Theatre 
Speaks. 635-9612. 
PS-9N 
1971 Chrysler 4 door. Air 
conditioning and winterized. 
Excellent Cond. Fh 635.7037 
after 6 p.m. 
C5-12 Nov 
1971 Ford Taring BIk and 
Wh. Brand new fires. Some 
rust. 58,000 miles I;600.00. 
Perfect driving condition. Ph 
635-2362 
C5-9 Nov 
79 T.Blrd low mllsa0e. Exc. 
Warranty. Phone 638.1366. 
((:15-7 Nov.) 
1979 Mercury Zephyr 
Villager, 4 door station 
wagon. 302 V8 engine. 
P.S.P.B. good family wagon, 
S,M9S. Chinook Trailer Sales 
Ltd. 5506 Highway 16 West 
Terrace. Ph 635.2033 Dealer 
Nb¢. 6101 
C2-7,9,N 
1973 Comet, 28,~00 miles In 
good running condition. Call 
635-2156 after S 
PS.N9 
For Sale 1975 Brown with 
while stripe'.Duster. In good 
running cond. $2800.00 ODD 
Ph 635-2490 
P5-9 Nov 
1977 Chevrolet % ton, two 
tone green. 350 V8 power 
steering power brakes. 4300 
miles $4995. Chlnnook trMler 
sales. Ltd. 5506 Highway 16 
West Terrace Ph 635.2033. 
Dealer Nbr 6101. 
C2-7,9 N 
1978 Datsun Iongbox PU 
truck and camper, 5 speed 
transmission, very low 
mileage, Like new condition. 
~,000. Also 1968 Chev Bel 
Air, rellable trenspertatlon, 
$700.00. Ph 638-2243 days or 
635-4385 evenln0s. 
PS-13 N 
1975 Sierra 4 wheel drive. 
Cond. Lots of Extras. 
Low mileage. Must sell Ph. 
¢18.1605. 
CFTN 6-11-79 
1972 Datsun 1600 Pick Up. 
53,000 miles Good Cond. 
$800.00 ODD 
1975 500 SuzuKI Street bike. 
Saddle bags end crash bar. 
$1,000 ODD Ph after 6 p.m. 
635-5788 
P2-7 N 
1974 Dodge Club Cab i ton. 
Completely rebuilt over 1200 
worth of new parts. New 
paint. Asking ¢1,600. View at 
The Reel Inn Motel or Ph 638- 
1241 
C5-9 Nov 
In Hazelton 1972 12X50 
Embassy Mobile Home. 
Must be moved from site. Ph 
collect. !12-$59.4294 
C5.9 N 
For sale: 1972 Statesman 
mobile home. 12x562. In 
¢ludes washer and dryer, 
frldgo, stove, all furniture 
and appliances, Ioey shed 
end porch. Clean end 
reasonably p'rlced. For quick 
sale priced under $10,000. 
Phone 632.3413 anytime or 
632-5069 after S. (c10.12N) 
1972 Norwestern Mobile 
Home 12X56 wi th  10X12 
finished a'ddltlon . Un. 
furnished. In good condition. 
Reasonably priced. Fh. 636. 
5539 
CTFN 31-10-79 
For Sale: 1972 12x63 ft. 
trailer set up In treller park. 
For appt. to vlew call 635. 
2506. (c20-8N) 
For Sale 1970 14X70 Menco 
Mobile Home unfurnished. 
Set up and skirted In local 
trailer park. Ph. ~35.9736. 
CTFN 2-11-79 
MUST SELL IM. 
MEDIATELY: 1977 31 ft. 
Wl!derness travel trailer. 
Asking $8,500. View at Reel 
Inn Motel, Highway 16 W. 
Last treller on left. (ctfn-2- 
10-79) 
MOTORHOMES FOR 
RENT: 20' to 28'. 
LuxUriously equlpped. Fully 
Insured. Avellable for Nov., 
Dec., Jan. Phone 532.2420. 
(c20.16N) 
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BIRTH CONTROL 
Must sell lmmedlstely, l Pill helps in pregnancy 1977 31 Foot Wilderness p,~,~.~ ~,.,.m,o~ Brit~h Columb~l Forosts 
Travel Trailer. Asking 
$8,500.00. View at Reel Inn • 
Motel HIghway16West. Last NEW YORK (AP) --  epidemiologist a t  t~e Tokuhats appeared, urged Tokuhata and his had about a two-pef:c-~dt 
trailer on left. STAND Women who use the IUD or University of Pittshurgh and caution in interpreting the colleagues Interviewed excess of subsequent infant 
TENDING rhythm methods of birth headofPeansylvanla'ssinte stucLy. 13,050 women who gave birth deaths, premature babies 
CTFN 2-11.79 CONTRACTS controlseemtorunasllghtly BuresuofHealthReaearch. "These are only at five hospitals in the and babies of low birth 
higher rlak of having Tokuhata presented his easoeintions, ot caunea nd Harrisburg, Pa., area' from weight compared with 
seeled tenders for the unhealthy hables when they prelLmi~ry results at the effects," she said. For 1974to 1978. They collected women who used no era. 
following stand tending do gct pregnant, anowstudy annual meeting of the example, she said, women traceptivea, all othor factors 
: : i i  i i ~ '~' : i; ~ ; : i " ,  contract will be received by' concludes. 
We •prepare your In. the Regional Manager, But, in areaulttheheadof American Public Health with high blood pressure, hospital records and birth being equal. 
Associstinn Tuesday. More diabetes and other problems and death certificates for the Mothers who used the 
corporation papers over the Ministry of Forests, Prince the study called "puzzling," than 12,000 health proton- are routinely ~teered away hirthg. The study examined rhythm method favored by 
phone -- test. For .more Rupert, B.C. on the dates prior use of the con- alonuls are attending the from the pill because of poe. whether any of 279 variables the Roman Catholic Church 
Information please call THE shown below, traceptive pil l  seems to flveday mooting, wldchende sible cardiovascular com- affeetsd the outcome of a had a similar excess of in- 
LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. Contract ST 1031-7.17 JS slightly decrease the risk of Thursday. pl/cations. 
JAMES, M.B.A. Ll.B. TOLL located Branch 77 Ranger infant death, pregnancy, ranging from the " rants horn dead or of low 
FREE 112-400.663-3035 (In District Kltlmat number of The findings are part of a ButDr. JesnPakter, chiof The absence of such mother's health history to ..weight, he said. But pill 
Vancouver call 687-2442. hectares 32.2. Viewing date four.yenr study of factors gf- of matornity servines for the medical problems alone her family income, users had about a one-per. 
Chargex end Mestercharge November 20th 1979, leaving fcctlng the outcome of preg- Hew York City health might account for the Ira. They found that women cent lower chance of having 
welcome. (affn-lO.1O-79.F}. Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. nancy directed by Dr. department and chairman of proved performance of pill who had previously used the an infant born dead. 
Note: Viewing of the stand George Tokuhata, an the session a t  which users, she said. IUD, or intrauterine device, Low birth weight wee 
• defined as less than 5½ 
For your Xmas Shopping tending site prior to sub. Where is the u r a n i u m  visit Jeaneffe's Ceramics In miffi  a tender for this pounds. No cUstincUou was 
New Remo.Nelson Rd. contract Is mandatory, made between women ~vho 
Candles end Barble Doll Deadline for receipt of got pregnant by choice and 
those whose birth conb'ol 
Clothes and Ceramics. tenders Is 1:30 l~.m. VANCOUVER (CP) - -An LelghtonandAssonintesthat Ms. Rotmthwaito said her these documents should he failed. 
535.739S December 7th 1979.  anti.uranium environmental the information remain group' will press for keptonnfidential," she said. Tokuhata said it was P20.30 N Contact ST1031.2.25 JS 
Ilocated Cecil Creek. Ranger group is pressing for full confideniisl. The conoullants diselonure on grounds that Dick Culvert, spokesman possible the problems 
DlstrlctKItlmet. Number'of public disclosure by a have supplied the com- there is no legal prineiple for Leighton, said the sasociated with the lUD may 
68. LEGAL hectares 24.3. Vlowlng date government commission of. mixaionwlth information on which allows the eommisalon componyflleddeemnenlaon be due to damage to the 
• the locations of 30 Okanagan the occurrences, to consider the information the occurrences everal lining of the uterus, which b 
• November20th 1979, leaving oceurrenees of the The commiss ion ,  weeks ago and some ad- in contact with the device. privileged and argue that it 
ATTENTION : ALL LOG Ranger Station at 9:00 e.m. r~dlonctive metal, eatablishedbytheprovlnclal would be ngainst the apirit of ditlonal information re. The IUD is a plastic device 
SCALERS . NOTE: Viewing of the stand Ann Rotmthwalte, counsel government to look into the hearings to deny par. qulrod by the commission is placed in the uterus. It 
lending site prior to sub- for Environmental Al iance uranium mining and ex. flcipants in the hearings ac- being prepared now, seems to prevent the fer- 
• All persons holding a valid miffing a tender for this Against Uranium Mining in ploration in the province, is tess to information. ' The company had asked llllzod egg from impisnUng 
contract -is mandatory. B.C., said her group wU] expacted to decide next week "We are very alTong]y op that the locations of the on the uterus wall. 
B.C. Scelln.g Llcence or Deadline for receipt of challenge the contention of it the lncaflons will be mode posed to Leighton and uranium be kept secret to As for the rhythm method, 
Permltto Scale end wlshlng tenders Is 1:30 p.m. mining consultants D. G. publle. Associates' contenUon that protect client con. in which couples simply to u~rade to metric en. ' 
dorsement, are hereby December 7th 1979. fldentlality, protect the abstain from sex during that 
Contract ST1031.2.24 JS 
requested to contact the Iocated BranchW.61, rangcr She wants firm's exploraUon work in llme of the memtrunl cycle 
Terrace Ranger Stellon on the Okaneganand prevent a when a woman is fertile, 
district Kltlmet number of. panic over health safety. ~'okuhata said problems 
or before November 16th, hectares 30.3. Viewing date VANCOUVER (CP) -- Cut. 22when King was fined secessarytohaveblsmotlon Culvert said the In. there might arise from a 
1979. Pre.regletratlon Is November 20th 1979, leaving Lawyer Robert Gardncrseid $1,500 and ordered to do 200 debated, formation is in the hands of greeter likelihood that the required for those wishing to 
attend a 21/z day course and: Ranger Station at 9:00 a.m. Tuesday he would not object hours of community work Fen'is resigned last year the provincial health egg was fertilized by an 
,exam to.be held Novqmber ~ NOTE: Viewing of the stand to n public investigation i to after plcad~ guilty to .a after police seized the pronti, ndnistry which should he "aged" sperm. 
21st, 22end and 23rd, 1979 In tending slte prior to sub.. the activities of his client -- charge Of keeping a common tuto's book listing clients' allowed to talk to residents But he said he could not 
Terrace. miffing a tender for thls convicted prostitute Wendy bawdyhouse, sexual preferences in cede. betoro the information is explain the reault for the pill. 
Scalcreturnssubmlff~lon contract Is mandatory, King-- as long aa the names Gardner 8aid while an When be resigned, an in- relsassd generally. He said "Characteristics such as 
or after A~l11,1979 must be Deadline for receipt of in her little brown book independent investtgatien veatigutlon by the federal theuraniumoccurroncesgre th age or education of 
In Metric measure(Cubic tenders Is 1:30 p.m. remained secret, would not damage King's JedicJni.councll wan' can- not in populated areas and women who use pllls may be 
Metres). Only returns from December 7th 1979 But Gardner also said he legal' position, "she would celled., are not considered responsible in part,"he said, 
was upset that the matter is feel hurt in that she had let B.C. Judge Darrell Jones radioactive, despite attempts to make 
persons having passed the Tenders must be submlffed becoming a political isoue, her clients down -- that she ordered the evidence in the One of the sites I~ near allowance for such things. metric upgrading will be 
accepted after this date. on the form and In the en- , His comments followed a bad embarrassed them." .case permanently sealed Sunu~erisnd, where local Tbe  d iaphragm,  
velopes supplied which, with demand Monday from New Wnddeil told Parliament from public scrutiny because residents have sent a letter prophylactics and other 
J.A. BIIckert, particulars may be obtained Democrat MP 1an Waddeil there had never been a he said the book and pellee to Energy Minister Jim forms of contraception 
Regional Manager from the Forest Ranger(s) for an independent in- proper publie investigation trauscHpts were not in the Hewttt demanding a ban on seemed to have no effect on 
Ministry of Forests Indicated, or from the veetigation into the con- ofthecase.He~dnotgetthe public interest and might uranium exploration and pregnancy in the study, he 
(A2.7 Nov, 14 Nov) Regional Manager, Ministry neetlon between King and unan imous  consent  embarrass ome people, mining, said. 
of Forests, Prince Rupert, former B.C. Chief Justice 
NOTICE OF SALE • IB.C. John Farrb, who resigned 
MECHANIC'S LIEN ACT "the lowest many tender will isat year. 
not necessarily be accepted. Waddell (Vancouver Km WEDNESDAY 5 p.m. tO midnight 
Notice Is hereby given to A~ This call for tender Is under sway) said the lnveati~ater 
E. Clapp the registered the terms of the Canada should haveaccesstoKing's 
owner Of a Triumph Herald British Columbia Intonslve beokcontah'tingthenomesof, 
Convertabt, Registration fo res t  management  800 male customers and to 
NI~.. 1594~7, Serial SFC. agreement. " police transcripts of 378 2 (NBcIKING 1 CFTK 4 BCTV 9 KCTS I 1 cBu~r 
(CBC) (c'rv) (PBS) 12939 to come forth before phone calls to her apart- 
Nuvember 2Oth, 1979 to pay ment. . ......... 
outstanding balance 1o w~ to ,Do you possess lnu The book and trameripta, j~  : ~ 1 Carol Happy ThM'; . . . . . . . .  Ml~ter. Cosmos • 
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Kings clip Hawks 
The Kitimat Winterhawks Derek DeGeeiJ shot, the applying pressure in the 
went to Prince Rupert second period ending 2- I .  Rupert end. TheKings won a 
Tuesday night to play the Gord Stevens scored early faceoff, brought it down the 
Kings, and despite a third- to give the Kings a 3-I lead ice and lost it in the Kitimat 
period comeback to tie the early In the third. Kltimat 
score, they still came home 
on the short end of a 4-3 
score. 
The first period belonged 
to John Veaudry, who gave 
Rupert a 2-0 first.peried lead 
with his goals. The Win- 
wouldn't die, though, and 
Stacey Smeader brought the 
Hawks to within a goal 
again. Steve Kerbrat ied the 
game at 3-3 late, but at 18:12 
Larry Coons put the game 
away for the Kings. 
end, where Kitimat promp- 
tly coughed it back up to 
Coons, who drilled it in. 
Next guine in the PNWHL 
is Thursday, when the Burns 
Lake Braves travel to 
Houston to meet he Luckiez. 
This weekend sees both the 
Jets, Flames slug it out 
By IAN MacLAINE with a tie In the last four He chased into the stands made awifl work of the Kinga 
in the opening period and the The Canadian Press  
It might have been a scene 
right out of the Keystone 
Kops. 
Players milled about on 
the floor of the arena. An 
embattled leader doffed his 
garments, removed his teeth 
and attempted to scale a 
glass barrier. 
It had all the ingredients of 
a comedy caper. 
instead, it was the ultra- 
modern Omni sports facility 
in and the battling par- 
flclpants members of the 
Flames and the visiting 
home games. Kitimat husts Winnipeg Jets. 
the helpless Granlsle team The incident took place 
Saturday night, and meets midway through the third 
Houston Sunday afternoon, period of a National Hockey 
The Timbermen play League game won 8-0 by 
Houston Saturday night and Atlanta and resulted in 
the Vanderhoof Flyers expulsion of nine persons -- 
Sunday afternoon, four players from each team 
Other Saturday night and Winnipeg coach Tom 
games are Vanderhoof at McVie. 
Prince Rupert and Smithers It was McVie who removed 
at Burns Lake. Sunday hlscoat, tie and tecth and at. 
games for the former WHA 
team against established 
NHL clubs. 
And while Whalers coach 
Don Blackburn admitted his 
charges were getting more 
confidence ach time out, 
Rockies coach Don Cherry 
was showing his 
frustrations. 
after a heckler and had to be 
restrained by an nrenn at. 
tendsnt. 
Cherry is in his first year 
behind the Colorado bench 
after a successful stand in 
Boston. 
Islanders 4Kings I 
Dave Langevin, Bryan 
Trottlar and John Tonelll 
. . . .  , , W ;~ *, ", -~  ~ ~,: : i :~% : , ; '  . . . .  : .  
WALES CONFERENCE Smytha DIvlMon 
Norris O~vlalea Vancouver 4 4 S 44 42 13 
W L T F A P St. Louis 4 5 3 31 37 i l  
Montreal 6 3 2 51 38 10 Winnipeg 4 6 3 36 44 I1 
LOs Angeles 7 5 2 61 59 la Chicago 3 6 3 25 34 9 
Hartford 4 4 4 36 35 12 Edmonton 2 6 4 41 54 6 
Plflsburgh 4 4 2 38 38 10 Colorado 2 8 2 32 42 6 
Detroit 3 6 2 32 36 S Tossdey Results 
Adams Division NY Islanders 4 Los Angeles 1 
Minnesota 7 3 2 aS 40 16 Atlanta $ Winnipeg 0 
Buffalo 7 4 2 42 32 16 Hartford 7 Colorado 2 
Boston 6 2 3 30 29 15 Minnesota 7 Vancouver 7 
Quebec 4 S 2 33 SS 10 TonlEM'I Games 
Toronto 4 7 1 37 43 9 L~ Angeles at NY Rangers 
Philadelphia at Ouebec 
CAMPBELL CONFERENCE Winnipeg at Washington 
Patrick Division ,Montreal at Pittsburgh 
Phlladolphla 9 1 1 51 36 19 EdmontOn at Detroit 
Atlanta 6 4 3 51 37 15 Toronto at St. Louls 
NY Islanders 5 4 3 43 37 13 Thursday Games 
New Yorkers never did let 
the visitors get started. 
"Mistakes by us gave 
them their first three goals," 
said Los Angeles veteran 
Marcel Dionne, who moved 
into the league's geal- 
scoring lead with the Kings' 
only goa l ,  his 15th of the 
year. 
The lslander~, however, 
did manage ~o muzzle 
Dionne's l |nemates ,  
something few ~eams have 
been'able toaeebmpllah t is 
year. 
Nor~U star. ~ canuek. ? 
Third.period[ goals by 
Wayne Derlag~ and Rou 
Sedlbauer enabled Van- 
couver to salvage the tie in 
their shootout with MIn- 
Besots. Sedibauer's goal was 
his second of the game. 
Minnesota's Steve Payee 
also scored twice as the 
North Stars moved into a tie 
with Buffalo Sabres atop the 
NEW YORK (AP) -- 
"There's been a trade . . . .  " 
That's the way it always 
starts. The coach or the 
general manager hems and 
haws a bit, then drops the 
bomb on the player called 
aside. 
This time the coach was 
Don Cherry and the player 
was defenceman ~ 
Beck, both of whom s 
Colorado Rockies' practice 
rink. While the rest of the 
players prepared for a 
typical work day last Friday, 
the uneasy conversation was 
taking place. 
"Beck took it super," 
recalled Cherry after telling 
Beck he was traded to New 
York Rangers. 
"I explained to him he was 
going to get a lot of ink he 
never got here in Denver and 
he would be appreciated a lot 
more in New York." 
Which is bound to come 
true in time. The thing was, 
practice was about to star 
and, after all, the man they 
call Bubba had been with the 
Rockies for all 148 games of 
his National Hockey League 
career .  
terhawks pulled to within a The goal came alter the Winterhawks and the Granlsle plays in Prince tempted to scale the glass NY Rangers S 6 I 49 48 11 ' Chl,go st Buffalo 
goal in the second pertod on a Winterhawks had been Terrace Timbermen playing Rupert. partition. , between the Washlnoton 3 S 2 38 56 S Edmontm at Boston Adams Division. 
prayers benches togetat Seniors coming back To RANGERS Atlanta coach Al MacNeil 
Beeck takes trade well " brawl.durlngthebenchclearlng • He was restrained by 
arena officials, much the By RaN ALLERTON elation, and Quesnel with Kamloops playing here 
PRINCE GEORGE, B.C..Kangaroos, who ~ won the against he Mohawks. way the Flames had 
By FRANK BROWN Stanley Cup finals last rest ra ined Winnipeg (CP) - -  Senior A hockey Is Western Canada in. Playoff winners of the two 
spring, making a comeback in 
Yankees 
sign two 
agents 
"So I said, 'Well, what do 
you want to do?"' said 
Cherry. "He said, 'Yeah. 
Let's go.'" 
So Barry Beck, in his first 
offieial minutes as a New 
York Ranger, spent he next 
hour practising with 
Colorado RockiEs -- who 
didn't know he was leaving 
until Cherry blew his whistle 
and summoned the team to a 
corner of the rink. 
"I said, 'Guys, we're 
gonna lose a friend,'" said 
Cherry, who took over the 
Rookies in June and became 
fnad of the 6-font-S, 215-parred 
hulk. 
The players wished Beck 
luck, then practice began. 
"Darnedest thing you ever 
saw," mused Cherry. "No 
one went within 20 feet of 
each other. We did some 
heavy skating at the end and 
that's the only time Barry 
slacked off. He said, 'That's 
enough,' and he loft." 
"I had a couple of beers, 
~ben I tried to get in touch 
with (Rangers general 
managercoach) Fred 
Shero," said Beck. "But I 
couldn't find him, so I Just 
went to the rink the next 
morning." 
One moment he was days 
away from closing a deal on 
a house in Denver. The next 
moment he was seeking an 
apartment in Manhattan. 
One minute he was playing 
with a team that had won 35 
of 170 games. The next 
minute hewas playing with a 
team that reached the 
NEW YORK (AP) -- New 
York Yankees will announce 
the signing of first hassman 
Bob Watson and pitcher 
Rudy May, two of the top 
free agents in last week's re- 
entry baseball draft, at a 
news conference Thursday. 
Tom Reich, agent for 
Watson, confirmed the 
agreement today but denied 
reports that another of his 
clients, pitcher Bruce Kison, 
had reached terms with the 
Yankees. 
Reich said he had 
discussed Klson with the 
Yankees but described the 
talks as preliminary. 
shooters earlier in the game. 
Beck has noticed the "He took off his tie and 
difference after Just two took Out his teeth and started 
games with New York.  shouting obscenities~" 
"The Rangers move the MacNeil said. "He was very 
puck so much quicker, it's a irrational." 
lot easier for me," mild "I told him it he wanted to 
Beck. "A puck can always come over, to come on over. 
move quicker than a player. He was ripping at the glass. 
"The Rangers have a lot It he had come into our box, 
more talent, so that should I'd have had to do 
make it easier, too. They something. I've never had a 
have a lot more good conch challenge me like 
dsfencemen, soI won't play that." 
as much. All the scoring was 
"In Denver I was always completed before the 
tired. It wasn't he responel, hostilities got started at the 
billty, it wna just that I 11:15 mark. Some 153 
played so much every minutes in penalties were 
game," he said. "And we assessed- 72 to At lanta-  
were losing so much there it during the 20-minute stsp- 
got to the point we were page. 
trying for ties." Veteran centre Eric Vail 
British Columbia with an 
increase to 1O teams this 
season from three last 
spring. 
• For the first time in nearly 
20 years, there are .two 
senior leagues in the 
province, which has a long 
and colorful history in Allan 
Cup play. 
The new B.C. Senior 
Hockey League, with teams 
in Delta, Kamloops, Q~asel 
and here, begins play this 
weekend, joining the 
established Western In- 
ternatiuaai Hockey League. 
When Nelson Maple Loafs 
and Calgary Stampeders 
dropped out of the WIHL at 
Christmas last season, the 
WIHL was left with three 
termediate title last spring. 
CresUon of the BCSHL 
gives B.C. two senior leagues 
for the first time since the 
demise In 1960 of the 
Okanagan League, which 
rode to glory with the world 
champion Penticton Vees in 
1955. 
And, the WIHL has grown 
to six team. Nelson is hock, 
along with Spokane Flyers, 
who spent last soasm in the 
ill.fated, semi.professlonal 
Pacific Hockey Lea~e. The 
sixth team is Elk Valley 
Blazers, who play in Ferule. 
The WIHL has been 
playing for several weeks 
and the BCSHL starts its 25- 
game schedule Saturday 
Toronto native John Hiller of Angeles Kings 4-1, and general Ior A league, with 
leagues meet for the Savahe 
Cup final in the home rink of 
the WIHL champion and this 
may be just the start of a 
major revival ~of senior in- 
terest. 
Cressan envisions a four- 
division B.C. super league, 
with sections in the Lower 
Mainland, Okanagan, 
Konteaeys and Cariboo. 
The calibre of play in the 
new BCSHL is expected to he 
slightly below the WIHL the 
first season. 
The WIHL has a coiorl~l 
history, going back to the 
Allan Cup and world 
championship tcanm from 
Trail and Kimberley in the 
late 1920s, 
Cy Young to C u b  soored twice, givinghlma teams- - i te iowest to ta l ln  ~ The Music That Changed The World career total of 155 and a years . . . .  
place in the AUanta rncord TrallSmokeEnters, Cran- .  I:LUIS  
books as the top scorer in brook Royalsand Kimberley 
franchise's history. The old Dynamiters struggled • 
NEW YORK (AP)  - -  J. R. Richard of Houston Tekulve (14points)andPhll mark was held by Tom through to the end of the 
ChieagaCubsrelieverBmee Astras was third with 41 Nickro of Atlanta Braves, Lysiak, traded away to season, but the future of 
Sotter, who tied the Naflonal points, followed by Tom who was sixth with three Chicago last year. senior hockey didn't look 
League record for saves with Scarer of Cincinnati Reds points. ElsEwhere Tuesday night, bright. , 
37 last season, today was (20 points), Pittsburgh Sutter appeared in 62 Hartford Whalers routed Much further north, 
named winner of the NL Cy Pirates reliever Kent games for Chicago. Colorado Rockies 7-2, New however, a veteran hockey 
Young Award for 1979. York Islanders got three man had other ideas. • Leagues split guals from threediiterent BillC--an, presldentof one cave of the msJor league shooters in a span of less Prince George Mohawks, 
baseball record set by than 3½ minutes to heat Los was quietly working to fith, 
Terrace and Kitimat City Centre's Chris Fox Minnesota North Stars 
teams split the first two tossed in 18 points and Paul skated to a 7-7 tie in Van° 
interlocking ames played Contumelias scored 14, while couver with the Cannnks. 
this season between the Dave Metzmeter was high Flames 8 Jets 0 
Men's Basketball Leagues scorer for Kluss with 19. Eric The game had the ear- 
Tuesday night at Skoona Mulfalsooontributedllina marks of a donnybrook 
Junior Secondary in losing cause, earlier in the third period 
Terrace. Terrace men's league when six players were sent 
standings for the four games off with fighting penalties. 
preceding last night's ac- Two of those combatants, 
In the first game, Skeena 
Hotel from Terrace vic- 
timized Kitimat Industrial, 
who could only muster five 
men for the trip, by a score 
of 76-59. Bob Rafter was 
Detroit Tigers in 1973, 
narrowly defeated 21.game 
winner Joe Niekro of 
Houston Astras in voting by 
the Baseball Writers' 
Assoclsflea of America. 
The fork-bailing right. 
bander earned 10 of the 24 
first-place ballots to become 
the second NL reliever and 
the third in baseball hixtory 
to win the prize. Mike 
Marshsll won it for Los 
Angeles Dodgers in 1974 and 
Sparky Lyle of New York 
Yankees took the American 
League honor in 1977. 
Sotter also received six 
second.place votes and four 
thirdplace votes for a total of 
72 points, with five points 
awarded for first.place 
mention, three points for 
second and one for third. 
Niakro was second with 66 
paints. Strikeout champion 
leading scorer for the Or- 
phans with 20 points, with 
Wille Harvey netting 14. 
Industrial got 20 from Randy 
Latimer and 14 from Medric 
Robinson. 
Kluss and Sons 
rellnguished a slim 29-29 
half-time l ad and dropped a 
51-46 dsesion to Kitimat's 
City Centre team. 
Terrace bowling report 
town and out-of-town teams. 
0ut-of-town prizes went to 
Up and Down of Prince 
Rupert for a team high triple 
of 24.20, and team high single 
went o Oceanview Hotel of 
Rupert for a 927. Men's high 
triple was an 899 by Alex 
Karat of Prince Rupert, and 
ladies high triple went to 
Pauline Yawinchuk of 
Prince Rupert for a 771. High 
singles went to Murray 
Sheppord of Rupert with his 
386, and to Curole Woods of 
Rupert with a 328. Along with 
prizes for the high games 
were the lows. These were 
awarded to Ken Boudreau 
for a 68 and Dolly Dixon's 83 
for out.of-town. I -town lows 
went o Gary Hainstock's 101 
and Diane Braathen's 87. 
In-town prizes went to 
Daeo Contracting with a 2391 
for team high triple while 
We, Us and Co. had an U4 for 
team high single. Lyle 
Mnimgran took men's highs 
with a 326 single and an 809 
triple. Ladies' highs went o 
~ristine Coombs with a 298 
aiugle and 748 triple. 
Gary Edgar, president of 
the Terrace Five Pin 
Bowling Association, would 
like to say thanks to Norma, 
Kathy, Chelan, Abe and Bill 
for their help and con- 
sideration throughout the 
spiel, to Doug and Marg for 
their assistance and use of 
the lanes, to the other few 
who helped, and to everyone 
who helped set up draws in 
the month of preparation 
preceding the event. 
tion: Atlanta's Phil Russell and 
Terrace Men's Basketball Dave Hoyda of the Jets, 
Association: stats for first four chronicled the main event as • games: 
Team W..L..PI..PI..P their major penalties ex- 
Skeena Hotel 3 1 313 294 6 pared. 
Ev'sCIIppers 3 1 293 296 6 
All Seasons 2 2 320 324 4 Kent  Nilsson, a mainstay 
KIu. & Sons . 4 2~ 2e4 . of the Jets for two years in 
the defunct World Hockey 
T®ten scorers (minimum two Association before joining games) :
Player Team..OP..P..Av the Flames this year, also 
Dale Prest Ev's 4 94 23.1 scored two goals as did Ivan 
Mike Ireland All seaso.. Boldirev. S 4 8.$ 21.3 
Pat Kofoed Skeene 2 38 19.0 Whalers ? Rockies 2 
Greg ROSS All Season. s 4 65 16.3 Mark Howe scored race. 
Jim His M-year-old father, 
Checkley Skeena 4 54 16,0 Gordie, added his sixth of the Bruce Johnstone All Season. 
e 4 6o 15.0 year. Gordie's goal came 
DaveCrawley Ev's 4 S9 14,8 during a tour-geal Hartford 
~dyaworokKlu. 3 44 t4,7 blitz in the second perind and 
Torn Watklnson All seasc~. Colorado never recovered. S 3 37 12,3 
FredLlndsay glues 3 36 12,0 The win was the third to go 
ASSESSMENT ACT 
NOTICE TO NON-PROFIT 
FRATERNAL 
ORGANIZATIONS 
Regulations under the Assessment Act provide for 
1980 assessed values of meeting halls of non.profit 
fraternal organlzetlons to be based on 14.5 percent of 
their actual value Instead of at 25 percent es In the 
past. 
To qualify the lancl and buildings of the non-profit 
fraternal organization must be used, or set aside for 
use, as a meeting hall by the organization for at least 
150 days In each year excluding any day that the land 
and building Is also used for: 
(I) any purpose by a person or organization that Is 
not a non.profit fraternal organization, 
(11) entertainment where there Is an admission 
charge, or 
(111] the sale or consumption, or both, of alcoholic 
beverages. 
if you think the meeting hall of your organization 
qualifies for the reduced assessment or If you wish 
further details on eligibility requirements, please 
contact your local Area Assessor, or write to the: 
BRITISH COLUMBIA ASSESSMENT AUTHORITY 
1537 Hillside Avenue 
Victoria, B.C. 
VST 4Y2 
~ Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Finance 
Honourable Evan M. Wolfe, 
Minister of Finance 
considerable hdp from Cliff 
Smith, general manager of 
Delta Hurry Kings. 
The Mohawks had 
dominated B.C. in- 
termediale hockey in the 
1970s, winning five 
provincial championships, 
two Western Canada flues 
and the Canadian cham. 
plomhip In 1978. ' 
The Mohawks bad no more 
mountains to elib in inter. 
mediate hockey and the 
Hurry Kings were in much 
the same position, after 
winning B.C. titles in 1977 
and 1979. 
The BCSHL was formed at 
a series of summer meetings 
in North Vancouver. 
Other clubs in the four. 
team league besides Prince 
George and Delta are 
Kamloops .Cowboys, who 
wear the uniforms of the old 
Calgary Cowboys from the 
defunct World Hockey Asso- 
000000000000000000 
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Nov, 7 & 8 - 8 pm 
MT. ELIZABETH SEOONDARY 
: Nov. 9- 8 pm : 
Tickets  ava i lab le  at :  
S ight  & Sound 
: . -Advance  $9-  Door : 
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CHAIN SAWS 
4441 Lakolse Avme, Terrace 
The Monday Mixed league 
has Co-op Insurance leading 
with 41 points followed by the 
Comets with 34 and the 
Travellers with 31 points. 
Co-op Insurance took team 
highs with a 2341 triple and a 
single. Men's high triple 
was 621 rolled by D. Kemp 
with high single of 268 by G. 
McDonald. 
Sharon Lewis had ladies' 
high triple of 621 with J. 
Moore and Lewis both rolling 
227 for high single. D. Kemp 
holds men's high average 
with 197 with a 190 held by 
Joyce Ray standing as 
ladies' high. 
Tuesday Coffee League 
sees the Head Pins leading 
with 35 points followed by the 
Goofers with 31 and a tie for 
third between the Silly Larks 
and Donkey Five with 29 
l~)ints each. Team highs 
went to Donkey Five with a 
2831 triple and a 1074 single, 
Diane i~rancis had -ladies' 
high single of 273 with a 690 
by Gaff Kofoe taking high 
triple. 
Early Risers lead the 
Wednesday Matinee league 
with 42 points followed 
closely by Coffee Wippers 
with 41 and another tie for 
Ihird with Gutter Tramps 
and Smiles and Chuckles 
holding 33 points, Smiles and 
Chuckles took team highs 
with a 920 single and 2655 
Irlple. Ladies' highs went o 
Debbie Campbell with a 224 
single and 6C~ triple. Diane 
Francis holds high average 
of 264. 
Terrace's annual Bowl-a- 
spiel was held Nov. 2, 3 and 4 
with 64 teams participating 
from Prince Rupert, Port 
Edward, Kltlmat and 
Terrace. Prince Rupert 
teams won three of the four 
events. 
The A event went o Triple 
Trouble from Rupert. North 
Coast Rentals took second 
end A Touch of Class from 
Rupert took third. Skeena 
Hotel No. I from Terrace 
took fourth. 
The B event's top two spots 
went to Rupert teams as 
well, with Dev's and Com- 
mercial Hotel in first and 
second. Dace Contracting 
from Terrace took third, and 
the Sheps from Port Edward 
finished in fourth spot. 
The C event was the only 
one won by a team from 
anyplace other than Prince 
Rupert. Pelletier En- 
terprisss and Bedrock "3" 
took first and second, both 
from Terrace. Oceanview 
Hotel from Rupert ook third 
place with Oh Pith from 
Kitimat coming fourth. 
D event winners were the 
Rebels from Prince Rupert 
with Mel's Painting of 
Terrace placing second. 
Esquire Shop and Rupert 
Building Contractors of 
Prince Rupert ook third and 
fourth places respectively. 
Individual prizes were 
awarded separately far in- 
TERRACE EQUIPMENT 
I,, 
See it, try it, at your local servicing Echo dealer 
Ruggedly constructed 
F- I I  n i t  f cs-31s 
s 1599s 
I~ . l ~  Easy starting wi th  14bar  & chain 
N IP"  ,~p~ Grouped controls 
~ Vibe-less construction 
= ~. CS-750EVL 
.. ~. ,;.~:!!'1~_. 
s294 gS  llil!lL 
bar  & chain w i th  24" bar  & chain 
Comfortably designed Precision engineered 
